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ABSTRACT
This ethnographic case study used the lens of multiculturalism to examine the role
of a school principal in creating a climate in which New American students can thrive.
Three discrete data gathering methods were utilized in this study including policy
documents obtained from the school district website and the school, a two week period of
in-school observations, and interviews of the principal and school staff members selected
through purposive sampling. A focus group interview of parents was also used for data
collection. Data were analyzed by using a constant comparative method to explore the
meanings educators had attached to their work in relation to New American students.
Seven broad themes emerged from the data with two themes being most important:
acceptance, respect, and appreciation for diversity; and understanding the needs of New
American students. Implications of this study may help to better prepare educators to
address needs of the growing population of New American students in United States’
public schools.
Keywords: ethnographic case study, ethnography, magnet school, New American
students, principal, school climate
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In 2019, the world’s total international migrant population reached 272 million
(McAuliffe & Khadria, 2019) including 79.5 million forcibly displaced people or
refugees (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [UNHCR], 2020), a number
close to the population of the 20th largest country in the world. At the time of this study,
this number was higher than it has ever been, and like many other Western countries, the
United States of America has been experiencing an increased influx of migrants into the
country. People are fleeing from wars, persecution, and poverty. Many countries in
today’s world are facing political instability and consequently chaos in their societies. In
many places, people are not allowed to exercise basic human rights and are forced to live
in constant fear for their lives. Hence, people are trying to move to safer places to start
new lives for their families and themselves (Hilado & Lundy, 2018). As a large number
of migrants are school aged children, the student population of America’s public schools
is becoming more racially and culturally diverse (Georgis, Gokiert, Ford, & Ali, 2014).
Schools are facing the challenge of accommodating the needs of New American
students. For this study, New American students were defined as migrants from nonEnglish speaking countries who had been living in the United States for 3 years or less
and were English language learners. However, the school district that participated in this
study used a different definition of “New American” based on a state mandate. According
1

to the school district definition, the only students that could be recognized as New
Americans were those who had been in the country for less than a year. Many among the
New American students were elementary school age children, either refugees,
immigrants, or the children of immigrant or refugee parents, with no or limited English
language proficiency, who had been enrolled in the public school system for no more
than 3 years. While school age children range in age from pre-kindergarten to high
school, this research concentrated on elementary school children between the ages of 5 to
11 because practices of educators likely have a powerful impact on a child’s development
during their elementary school years. These years are very important for learning social
behavior and developing intellect (Sylva, Melhuish, Sammons, Siraj-Blatchford, &
Taggart, 2010).
New American students attending the participant school at the time of this study
mainly originated from Somalia, Bhutan, Nepal, India, and Iraq. This study concentrated
on New American students who were migrants from non-English speaking countries and
hence were English language learners. Alongside that, many students had migrated from
war-torn zones and had suffered trauma.
New American students have specific needs, which are often different from native
born students; schools not only have to fulfil linguistic and academic needs of New
Americans but must provide a safe nurturing environment to help with their emotional
and social needs. However, schools are not necessarily equipped to fulfil needs of New
American students. One indication of this inadequacy is a gap in educational performance
of New American students and other students as measured by standardized tests (Garcia,
Lawton, & Diniz De Figueriedo, 2012). However, the purpose of schooling is not only
2

limited to academic goals; schools perform broader, more holistic goals in the education
of a child. Not much research has been done on the role schools play in supporting the
education of New American students in this broader sense, that is, in nurturing the whole
child. A holistic perspective of education includes character education, physical
education, education about health and nutrition, safety and security, and moral and social
issues (Noddings, 2005).
The academic gap between New American students and native-born students is
significantly large (Garcia et al., 2012), and public-school districts in many states are
trying to develop programs that are relevant for teaching New Americans (Spezzini &
Austin, 2011). For instance, a little less than a decade ago the state of Arizona was
requiring public schools utilize a Structured English Immersion Model (SEI) to help New
American students close the achievement gap in that state. A task force also was created
to ensure the implementation of a 4-hour English Language Development model, which
means all New American students were required to spend at least 4 hours a day in an
“only English” environment during their first year of schooling. Obviously, this model is
based on the idea that students can achieve language proficiency if placed in an Englishonly environment. Contrary to this assumption, though, Arizona student data (Garcia et
al., 2012) showed more than 70% of New American students have not been able to meet
state achievement standards, and using the structured English immersion model did not
make any difference as the achievement gap stayed the same after implementation of the
SEI model as it was before implementation of the model.
The education policy in the United States in relation to New American students
needs to be revisited, and the “one size fits all” approach must be disregarded. It also has
3

been found that assessment tools used to measure student achievement are problematic.
AIMS (Arizona’s Instrument to Measure Standards) provides students’ aggregate
performance for each subject area, which does not allow detailed data analysis.
Consequently, educators are not able to identify problems in each subject keeping the
achievement gap wide (Garcia et al., 2012).
National Center for Education Statistics (2020b; 2020c) data revealed that New
American students at that time were under-performers to a level lower than any other
student groups. Research showed that preservice Caucasian teachers – teachers who are
in training and working towards teacher certification – have low expectations for New
American students and expect them to fail, whereas preservice teachers from diverse
backgrounds have perceived New American students as just as capable as any other
(Jiménez et al., 2015). It is important for educators to have knowledge of culturally
responsive pedagogy while working with the New American student population;
otherwise, it could be very difficult for educators to present content in a way that is
understandable to New American students. A study by Jiménez et al. (2015)
recommended teachers of New American students should spend at least 2 years as a
learner of a second language. This practice helps teachers see the language learning
process through the eyes of New American students and helps teachers understand the
difficulties New American students encounter while trying to acquire English language
proficiencies and academic expertise at the same time.
Also, helping New American students acquire English language skills on top of
their existing knowledge of their native languages results in considerably higher
graduation rates among students (Lee, 2012). Emphasizing bilingual language in schools
4

has resulted in better academic achievement among New American students (López &
McEneaney, 2012; López, McEneaney, & Nieswandt, 2015; McEneaney, López, &
Nieswandt, 2014).
Though no official language policy exists in the United States, many state
governments tend to promote monolingualism (Marschall, Rigby, & Jenkins, 2011). In
states that have English-only language policies, variation has been noticed in
implementation of the English only policy in regards to instruction among different
schools. In school districts where immigrants have resided for prolonged periods of time,
school administrators often share a diverse cultural background with the New American
student population, and administrators have tended to resist adopting an English only
policy for educating New American students in their schools. In areas where immigrants
have been relatively new to the area, and school administrators tend to be strictly
monolingual, school administrators favor implementing an English only policy, and do
not appear to consider the needs of New American students (Marschall et al., 2011).
Furthermore, methods used to assess the New American student population are
not necessarily reliable (Bailey & Carroll, 2015; Bailey & Heritage, 2014; Boals et al.,
2015; Guler & Dellicarpini, 2013), and this is because the New American student
population is not a homogenous population. It is a very diverse group, and that diversity
is based on many factors including: level of English proficiency, level of knowledge of
their first language, the great variety of native languages among New Americans, whether
New Americans have had exposure to the schooling system in their native countries or
not, and the number of years New Americans have attended a school before entering the
United States (U.S.) schooling system.
5

The existing literature at the time of this study focused mostly on academic
achievement of New American students as measured by standardized tests. The needs of
New American students, like their host peers, are multi-faceted and are not amenable to
standardized assessment. The success of schools in accommodating the needs of this
culturally diverse student population is often difficult to determine. It is often the
intangibles that generate an environment in which students can prepare for life in a new
country, especially when migrating from insecure and violent circumstances (Bartlett,
Mendenhall, & Ghaffar-Kucher, 2017). In many cases, New American students are
traumatized because of violence they have seen in their home countries. Many New
American students have had their schooling interrupted before coming to the United
States as they lived in refugee camps (Miliband, 2017). New Americans who are not
refugees and who migrated from relatively stable environments still go through cultural
adjustments due to cultural differences between their native home and their new country
of residence. All these factors contribute to special social and emotional needs that New
American students experience. Schools need to address them (Dettlaff & Fong, 2016).
Purpose of the Study
A school climate supports the behavioral, academic, and psychological wellbeing
of students by defining the quality and character of school life. A positive school climate
promotes the development and learning of a child (Wang & Degol, 2016). The purpose of
this ethnographic case study was to examine the role a school principal plays in creating a
climate in which New American students can thrive; to understand how and to what
extent beliefs and practices of a school principal impact New American students
academically and holistically in an elementary school setting, and to study administrative
6

strategies implemented for integration of New American students into a school
environment. Thrive refers to how an individual grows and develops as a healthy and
successful person when provided with favorable conditions that promote healthy
development. Schools are supposed to create a climate in which students can acquire
skills needed for thriving. Those skills are “Mindfulness, . . . Command and Control
Functions, . . . Self-Efficacy and Growth Mindset, . . . Perseverance, . . . Resilience and
Optimism, . . . Responsibility, . . . Honesty and Integrity, . . . Empathy, [and] . . .
Gratitude” (Silver & Stafford, 2017, p. 5). The following research question guided this
study: What is the role of a school principal in creating a school climate in which New
American students can thrive?
This qualitative study was designed to explain the role of a school principal in
attempting to create a thriving climate at a magnet school from the perspective of mutual
respect and coexistence of various cultures. A magnet school for New Americans was
chosen for the study because more than 60% of the student population at the school
consisted of students of color from various ethnic and cultural backgrounds, and many of
them were New Americans. The participant school was officially labeled a magnet school
by the local school district with the intention of providing a specialized instructional
program for New American students who originated from non-English speaking
countries. The information provided in this paragraph regarding this particular magnet
school was taken from school district documents accessed from the school district
website. The citation information of the website is withheld to ensure the anonymity of
the school and the district. The theory of multiculturalism provided the framework for
this study. Thriving denotes the holistic wellbeing of students. The school in this study
7

was recommended by a nonprofit organization that works for the settlement of New
Americans, and the organization’s recommendation was based on the school’s
designation by the district as a magnet school, and by the school’s reputation for taking
care of the needs of its very diverse student population in a holistic fashion. This study
was approved by the University of North Dakota Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Importance of the Study
Immigrants to the United States, arriving before 1965 were mostly from earth’s
Western hemisphere and predominately white (Daniels, 2004). However, recent waves of
immigrants have changed the ethnic and racial makeup of the country. The largest
segment of new arrivals is from Latin America and Asia, which makes up three-fourths
of the total influx of migrants (Pew Research Center, 2015). National statistics do not
reflect the origin of the migrant population in the Midwest. Migration Policy Institute
(MPI, n.d.) data indicate that 22% of migrants are from African countries, 35% from
Asia, and 25% from Latin America. According to Lutheran Social Services’ website data,
most recently arrived migrants in the Midwest are from Bhutan, Somalia, Iraq, and
Democratic Republic of the Congo. This culturally different population of migrants to the
Midwest will make this study cutting edge since there is little pre-existing research on
this group of migrants. Existing literature at the time of this study for education of New
American students in K-12 schools indicated a disconnect in research, education policies,
and pedagogy (Garcia & Kleifgen, 2010; Pacheco, 2010). This in-depth study of a single
magnet school provided insights into the strategies used by a school leader to help New
American students integrate successfully into their school and society and consequently
steer them towards becoming productive citizens in their new country. The work may be
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of particular interest to those school leaders who are seeking new ways to meet the
unique needs of a growing population of New American students. The study may also
have important implications for students as well, because when educators implement
strategies resulting from the findings of this study, New American students and their
families will be the beneficiaries.
Basic Assumptions
1.

My observations, while I visited in the participating school, were of actions
typical of a normal routine; my presence did not change how people acted.

2.

Participants responded to interview questions in an honest and candid
manner to reveal their true understanding regarding the education of New
American students.

3.

The school under study sought to help New American students thrive, being
a magnet school for them.
Delimitations

The study was conducted in a single magnet school in one of the large Midwest
school districts. Data were collected during the period of November 26, 2018, through
March 15, 2019. I spent an intensive amount of time (more than 95 hours) during that
period in the school. Interviews were conducted with the school principal and a
representative sample of teachers and non-teaching staff members. A sample of parents
were interviewed in a focus group meeting through an open invitation.
The data for this study was collected before start of the COVID-19 pandemic that
arose in 2020. However, the write-up was completed during the pandemic. While I was
finishing this dissertation, I was not able to have in-person meetings with my advisors
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because of restrictions posed by my university due to the pandemic. All communication
with my advisors during the pandemic was via email, and defense of this dissertation was
held virtually through a cloud based communications application called Zoom. This case
study looks at a pre-COVID reality.
Definition of Terms
Constant comparative method: A research design in which an analyst goes
through their data multiple times to compare small chunks of data until no similarities are
found (Thomas, 2016).
Magnet school: A public school that offers specialized theme-based curricular
programs based around science and technology, math, performance arts, and specialized
programs for gifted and talented students. These schools not only take in neighborhood
students but have their doors open for students that live outside the neighborhood. The
purpose of magnet schools is to attract students with similar interests but diverse
backgrounds in terms of race and/or ethnicity from a larger area than one neighborhood
(Wang, Schweig, & Herman, 2017; Wang, Herman, & Dockterman, 2018). Generally,
students attending magnet schools perform better than their peers attending non-magnet
schools. Also, magnet school students have comparatively higher graduation rates (Darby
& Saatcioglu, 2015).
The role of magnet schools has gradually changed to one of innovation and
towards an approach that would fix low performing schools, hence the MSAP (Magnet
Schools Assistance program) funding criteria, originally based on a voluntary
desegregation plan, changed (Pack, 2017). All magnet schools do not necessarily have an
open enrollment policy and hence are not eligible for MSAP funding. School district
10

policies regarding who can and cannot attend their magnet school(s) varies from district
to district. There are magnet schools that attract a number of students so large it is beyond
their capacity of enrollment, so they use a lottery system to choose students they admit or
have some other selection criteria, such as a cut off score on an achievement test or
having a sibling already attending the magnet school (Grooms & Williams, 2015).
Magnet schools’ specialized curricula also vary in terms of how thematic curricula are
offered, as some magnet schools integrate the theme of their magnet school into their
core curricula, while others only offer specialized subject classes on top of a regular
curriculum.
New Americans: Elementary school age children who are either refugees,
immigrants, or the children of immigrants or refugee parents with no or limited English
language proficiency, hence qualifying as English language learners and having been
enrolled in the U.S. public school system for no more than 3 years.
School climate: “The shared beliefs, values, and attitudes that shape interactions
between students, teachers, and administrators and set the parameters of acceptable
behavior and norms for the school” (Bradshaw, Waasdorp, Debnam, & Johnson, 2014, p.
594).
Organization of Study
Chapter II contains an overview of the challenges faced by K-12 schools in
relation to New American students with reference to a recent hike in the number of New
American students in K-12 public schools. The chapter also includes a synopsis of U.S.
immigration patterns and policy.

11

The methodology for this study is described and explained in Chapter III. Chapter
III includes the reasoning behind the choice of qualitative research techniques, an
examination of multiculturalism (Parekh, 2006), a description of the constant
comparative method of research (Thomas, 2016), and the rationale for choosing a case
study methodology. Chapter III also contains a detailed description of data collection,
analysis techniques with coding strategies (Saldaña, 2009), and possible validity issues.
After data analysis, coded results of semi-structured interviews and observations
and content analysis of policy documents are described in Chapter IV. Evidence was
directly drawn from the data to answer the research question.
Chapter V concludes the study with a summary of results, discussion, and
recommendations.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The population of the United States is becoming more racially and ethnically
diverse every year. The U.S. Census Bureau (2017) revealed that a natural increase in
population and international migration are both playing a role in increasing diversity in
American society. This increase in diversity is reflected in student populations of K-12
public schools as well. Immigration history of the United States shows that arrivals
before 1965 were primarily Caucasian who were culturally, linguistically, and religiously
not too different from each other or from those people who had already immigrated to the
United States. Migrants that started to arrive after 1965 became more diverse over time,
as the United States became the land of opportunities and started to attract people from
all over the globe. Also, recent “human crises” (Miliband, 2017), i.e. conflicts in various
nations that have led to political instability, wars, and other events that threatened the
safety of many, became another reason for migrant “bring-in,” which contributed
immensely to America’s population, making it even more diverse. This phenomenon has
also impacted schools.
In the past, the United States public-school system was used to educate a
relatively homogenous student population. In a pre-1965 immigration era, the United
States population was mainly composed of Caucasians (84%) with about 11% African
American or Black, 4% Hispanic, and less than 1% Asian American (Pew Research
13

Center, 2015). A post-1965 change in the United States population impacted schools, and
schools started to receive linguistically and culturally diverse students. Schools were and
still are (at the time of this report) trying to accommodate this diverse population. The No
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 forced schools to quickly respond and close an
academic achievement gap measured by standardized testing, rather than paying attention
to equipping schools to fulfill educational needs of New American students from diverse
backgrounds. As a result, research done in relation to education and schooling of New
American students focused on English language acquisition, academic achievement, and
assessment of academic achievement. However, the purpose of schooling is not simply to
teach students academics. Rather, “schools play an important role in shaping
schoolchildren’s character, imparting in them a range of virtues and values, such as
curiosity, achievement, benevolence, and citizenship” (Berson & Oreg, 2016, p.1539). A
healthy and positive school culture and climate is important to fulfill the broader purpose
of education and to prepare students to be responsible citizens. However, little research
has been conducted to explore the social and emotional needs of New American students
and the environment, culture, and climate in which they can thrive. The role a school
principal plays in helping integrate New American students into schools and preparing
them for life in their host country has also been given scant attention.
The literature review for this study includes a section on human migration and
current trends, U.S. immigration history, followed by a section on education of New
American students, school culture and climate, and the role of a school principal.
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Human Migration and Current Trends
The history of human migration can be traced back to a time when there were no
geographical borders. Mankind has long been moving or migrating for economic, social,
political, or environmental reasons. People migrated to find grasslands as there was a
scarcity of food and produce in their native lands. Many were pushed out of their lands
by invaders. There were those who ran from persecution they faced (Scott, 2009). This
migration can be explained through the push-pull theory. According to the theory, push
factors are the conditions that encourage people to leave their homelands, such as a poor
economy and religious or political persecution, whereas pull factors are the conditions
that attract people from other places. Examples of pull factors include educational
opportunities, a better job market, and political and religious freedom (Hilado & Lundy,
2018; Rosas & Gay, 2015).
At the time of this study, number of migrants was at an all-time high across the
globe, and the United States was no exception (Hilado & Lundy, 2018; Miliband, 2017).
The U.S. Census Bureau (2017) revealed that the migrant population in the United States
had reached 44.5 million at the time of its report, which made up 14% of the American
population. Due to this change in demographics, the number of New Americans has been
on a continuous rise in public schools since 1965. According to the National Center for
Education Statistics for the year 2014-2015, the New American student population
reached 4.6 million for that school year in K-12 public schools, which accounted for
approximately 9.4% of the total student population (National Center for Education
Statistics [NCES], 2017). This number was 4.5 million for the year 2013-2014 (NCES,
2016). Due to a rapid growth in the number of New American students, schools are
15

facing the challenge of providing for the needs of this population, the fastest growing
student population in America. At the same time, New American students have the
highest risk of dropping out of school (Reyes, 2012; Sheng, Sheng, & Anderson, 2011).
Also, recently the increased number of New American students has originated from nonEnglish speaking countries, and they vary greatly in terms of ethnicity and languages they
speak at home (Hernandez, Denton, & Macartney, 2010). Almost 50% of these students
have one parent with limited English language proficiency. Also, educational attainment
of New American parents varies, which in turn impacts the ability of parents to help with
their children’s schoolwork and navigate through the United States school system to
fulfill the educational needs of their children (Hernandez et al., 2010).
Historical View of United States Immigration
There have been four major waves of inward migration in United States history.
The first wave of immigrants was mainly comprised of English speakers from the AngloCeltic Isles, who arrived before the early nineteenth century. The second wave of
immigrants arrived during the mid-nineteenth century, the majority of which were
German and Irish. The third wave brought people mainly from Southern and Eastern
Europe, who arrived in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The fourth and
last wave has been marked by an increased number of migrants from Asian and Latin
American origin who started to arrive after 1965 (Martin, 2010).
The United States of America is a country of immigrants. The first inhabitants of
this land were migrants from Siberia. People who were already settled in this land before
the first wave of White English speakers arrived are referred to as Native Americans. In
the early 1600s, settlers from Northern Europe started to migrate to this land and by the
16

end of the 18th century, three-fourths of the total population of the country was comprised
of English and German people. One-fourth of that population was mostly comprised of
the natives and those who were hauled in from Africa, brought as slaves (Shaub, 2009).
In the late 1700s and early 1800s, immigrants travelled from parts of Europe other than
England and Germany as they fled from wars or persecution. Those immigrants were not
only linguistically different from the earlier immigrants, but also had different religious
beliefs, as they were mostly Catholic or Jewish. At the time, there were fewer rules and
regulations restricting immigration. Immigrants were needed to build up the economic
health of the country, as evidenced by President John Tyler’s address to Congress in 1841
when he said, “We hold out to the people of other countries an invitation to come and
settle among us as members of our rapidly growing family” (as cited in Daniels, 2004, p.
7). However, evidence suggests that immigrants have not always been universally
welcomed throughout the country.
Historic records show the existence of deeply-held prejudices, hostilities, and
opposition to immigration overall, or against certain immigrant groups. Throughout the
history of U.S. immigration, there is evidence of opposition to certain migrant groups and
overt discrimination. In the mid-nineteenth century, “The Know Nothing Party” was
known for opposing the immigration of Catholics, German and Irish. The Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882 restricted the immigration of Chinese laborers and an antiJapanese movement started in 1905 lead to restrictions on Japanese immigrants in 1907
(“Personal Justice Denied,” 1997). In 1942, after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor,
immigrants of Japanese origin were kept in restricted areas (Hing, 2004). German
Americans were interned too (Sammons, 1998). During the Nazi era, many Jews were
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refused entry into the United States and sent back to Germany. However, historical data
suggests that the basis of this opposition was always the same, that is, the fear that culture
or language of immigrants would dominate American culture or the English language.
The first recorded anti-immigration movement originated in the 1840s and was rooted in
religious bias against Catholic and Jewish minorities. During the post-civil war era, or in
the late 1800s, the basis of anti-immigration movements shifted from a focus on religious
differences to ethnic and racial differences (Hing, 2004). For example, the Page Act of
1875, which restricted the immigration of women of Chinese origin, was followed by the
Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 that started a sequence of immigration restrictions. “The
excluded categories were: contract laborers; Asians (except for Japanese and Filipinos);
certain criminals; persons who failed to meet certain moral standards; persons with
various diseases and disabilities; paupers; some radicals; and illiterates” (Daniels, 2004,
p. 27). The first general immigration law was passed by Congress in 1882 and put a 50cent head tax on immigrants coming to the United States by ship, which was later
increased to $9.00 (Daniels, 2004).
Great Depression
From 1929-1939, further restrictions on immigration resulted from an economic
collapse known as The Great Depression. According to Hing (2004), Mexican and
Filipino immigrants became the main targets of measures to limit entry into the United
States. Not only were they barred from entering the country by a drastic reduction in visa
quotas, but they were also subjected to mass deportation orders. The idea was to take
away jobs from immigrants and give those opportunities to American people who were
becoming desperate for work because of the worsening economy (Daniels, 2004).
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According to Balderrama & Rodriguez (2006), close to a million people of Mexican
origin were forced out of the United States and sent back across the borders during the
Great Depression.
After World War II
At the end of World War II in 1945, the number of displaced people was in the
millions, and the International Refugee Organization (IRO) officially defined the term
“refugee” and “displaced persons.” The United States accepted membership in the IRO
on the condition that membership would not alter any immigration laws of the country
and the United States would not accept any refugees without approval of Congress. Also,
prejudice against Jews prevented them from immigrating or seeking refuge in the United
States on a large scale. The divide among policy makers in relation to immigration policy
resulted in the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, which is also known as the
McCarran-Walter Act, and this act was used to reinforce 1924 quotas on immigration
based on national origin. This act did not significantly change the overall immigration
system because of a division among the Democrats who enabled it. One group wanted to
relate immigration with foreign policy and wanted to liberalize immigration because they
thought that limited selection laws for immigration were unjust, whereas the other group
was trying to relate immigration with national security issues due to Communist paranoia
(Office of Historian, n.d.). The act kept favoring European immigrants; however, small
yearly quotas were granted to Asian countries, which were previously barred from
immigration. Also, nobody was considered ineligible from being naturalized based on
ethnicity under the 1952 Act. President Truman opposed the quota system based on
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national origin and race, however Congress vetoed his suggestions (Daniels, 2004; Office
of Historian, n.d.).
The Immigration Act of 1965 removed the quota system and emphasized skillbased immigration, as per the nation's needs, and gave preference to those whose family
members were American citizens. The bill was passed based on the idea of attracting
people of European origin to keep a white majority in the country (Hing, 2004).
However, it did not turn out as intended. Europeans had started their own journey to
prosperity in terms of economic and social change. Also, the communist European block
controlled their population in such a way that they were not free to make decisions of
relocation, which included immigrating to places such as the United States. The gap
started filling in with Asian immigrants who created a chain reaction by bringing more
Asian immigrants. Once their 5 year residency requirements were completed, Asian
immigrants started to help their relatives immigrate under a provision of family
preference (Marinari, 2014). This became a backburner matter as of 1960 and the
following years due to a wave of civil rights movements that started to take precedence
within the American hemisphere, the Vietnamese War, and big city problems such as
urban riots. The concentration of Mexican Americans and later their families started to
increase from 1965-2000, which has been considered a significant societal change, and is
also thought to have caused an academic achievement gap among New American
students and other students (Massey & Pren, 2012).
Contemporary Era of Immigration
In the last few decades, the number of immigrants has risen to an all-time high in
the United States, and policy makers are once again trying to reform immigration policies
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to control the number of immigrants entering the country and their selection. At the same
time, efforts to restrict illegal/undocumented immigrants have increased. Tightened visa
policies, a rise in deportation, and the DREAM Act are some examples of this
(Abramitzky & Boustan, 2017). In recent years, anti-immigrant sentiments and nativism
have gained more traction. Anti-immigrant attitudes stem from the portrayal of
immigrants as criminals and a threat to American society. Immigrants are viewed as a
burden on social security and the healthcare system of the country. They are also blamed
for taking over jobs that should be the right of native born (Young, 2017). Increased
hostility against immigrants has resulted in an environment of fear for immigrants,
particularly people of color. Children enrolled in K-12 schools have been impacted as
well, being bullied for their ethnic background and/or immigration status (Morey, 2018).
However, at the same time, society is becoming more ethnically diverse and people of
immigrant origin are entering into politics as well, an example being the non-native born
people elected as Congress members in recent years (Foner, 2019; see Appendix A).
Education of New American Students
Historically, the achievement gap between New American students and other
students has been significantly large (Garcia et al., 2012) as measured by the NAEP
(National Assessment of Educational Progress). States keep developing programs they
believe are relevant for teaching New American students and can be used to lessen the
achievement gap (Spezzini & Austin, 2011). Examples of this can be found in California,
Massachusetts, and Arizona. A little less than a decade ago, Arizona implemented a new
education policy for New American students which forced public schools to utilize the
Structured English Immersion Model (SEI) to help narrow the academic achievement
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gap. A task force was also created to ensure implementation of the 4-hour English
Language Development model, which meant all New American students were required to
spent at least 4 hours a day in an “only English” environment during their first year of
schooling. Obviously, this model is based on the idea that students can achieve language
proficiency if placed in an English only environment. Contrary to that assumption,
Arizona student data has shown that more than 70% of New American students have
been unable to meet state achievement standards, and the SEI model did not make any
difference as the achievement gap stayed the same as it was before implementation of the
SEI model. The education policy in relation to using the SEI model needs to be revisited,
and a “one size fits all” approach to educating New American children must be
disregarded. The assessment tool used to measure student achievement is also
problematic. AIMS (Arizona’s Instrument to Measure Standards) has been providing
students’ aggregate performance for each subject area, which does not allow for detailed
data analysis. Consequently, educators are not able to specify the problems in each
subject that are helping maintain a wide achievement gap (Garcia et al., 2012).
Massachusetts and California also passed legislation to force public schools to utilize the
SEI model in hopes of narrowing their achievement gaps, but the SEI model did not help
in those states either, and both states repealed the law (Mitchell, 2019).
Specific teaching strategies should be used to help New American students’ learning
(Cady, Hodges, & Brown, 2010). There is a difference among the needs of New
American students who were born in the United States or migrated to the United States in
early childhood, compared to those who came to the United States as youths (Bartlett &
Garcia, 2011). The federal government requires school districts to provide services for
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New American students; however, states do not have policies in place to identify
individual needs of New American students as they come from diverse backgrounds and
have a large spectrum of language, literacy, and academic needs. To provide effective
teaching for New American students, it is important to identify their individual language
and academic needs (Calderón, Slavin, & Sánchez, 2011; Cerre, Alsace, & Gilmartin,
2013). Schools often try to rush through teaching New American students without paying
much attention to differentiated instruction. Schools often use a one size fits all approach
to deal with New American students (Garcia & Kleifgen, 2010).
There is a lack of culturally responsive pedagogy and a lack of coordination
among teachers who are specially trained and responsible for teaching New American
students in the United States. (Hamann & Reeves, 2013). The K-12 school system is
failing to provide adequate education to New American students (Estrada, 2014). These
students do not have access to the same curricula as their peers, and the focus of New
American students’ curricula is mainly learning the English language (Estrada, 2014).
Educators often do not encourage New American students to take advanced level courses
as they perceive New American students will be unable to handle the course load.
Research suggests the only way to change the fate of New American students is to expose
them to a core curriculum while they are working on their English language acquisition
(Kanno & Kangas, 2014). Once students exit specialized programs specifically designed
for them, for New American students, they are often left behind academically to a point
where it is nearly impossible to catch up to their peers (Lee, 2012). Also, New American
students who can demonstrate proficiency at the elementary school level, often struggle
in middle and secondary school (Slama, 2014).
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The National Center for Education Statistics (2020) revealed that New American
students are underperformers to the lowest level among all other student groups.
Research has shown preservice Caucasian teachers have low expectations for New
American students and expect them to fail, whereas preservice teachers from diverse
backgrounds perceive new Americans as being as capable as any other student (Jiménez
et al., 2015). It is important for educators to have knowledge of culturally responsive
pedagogy while working with a New American student population. Otherwise, it would
be very difficult for educators to present content in a way that would be understandable to
these students. One study recommended teachers spend at least 2 years as a learner of a
second language before teaching New American students (Jiménez et al., 2015). This
practice helps teachers see the language learning process from the lens of New American
students and helps teachers understand the difficulties New American students encounter
while trying to acquire English language proficiencies and academic expertise at the same
time.
During the last few decades, in the United States, English language education and
bilingualism in schools has been embattled due to political and financial reasons, even
though research (Liggett, 2014) has indicated bilingualism in classrooms is beneficial for
students in general as well as for New American students’ acquisition of the English
language. Political and financial pressures have shifted the nation’s public education
policy towards English only schools and classrooms. This shift from inclusive language
education instruction to strictly English-only policies has affected New American
students considerably. English-only policies not only take away support for New
American students but result in reducing instructional time as well as diminishing
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professional development opportunities for teachers who specifically trained to teach a
diverse student population (Liggett, 2014).
There has been a disconnect in research, education policies, and pedagogy in
relation to New American students (Garcia & Kleifgen, 2010; Pacheco, 2010). It is
important for schools to use proven pedagogical methods when dealing with New
American students, but schools do not always have the resources for that (Echevarria,
Richards-Tutor, Chinn, & Ratleff, 2011; Johnson & Brandt, 2009). Most schools in the
United States use a linear model of language learning to help immigrant students.
Research contrarily shows that a bilingual or multilingual model of language acquisition,
despite its complexity, works better for migrant children’s learning and success in school
(Bartlett & Garcia, 2011; Goldstein, 2003). Research also has shown the best way to
teach children a second language is to build new knowledge upon the existing knowledge
of their first language (Garcia & Kleifgen, 2010). However, contrary to research findings,
policy makers appear to look unfavorably on the idea of a bilingual approach in U.S.
schools. They promote an English only policy for English language learners and do not
tend to see students’ native language abilities as assets.
Garcia and Kleifgen (2010) suggested using the term “emergent bilinguals” for
New American students and to discard the current terminology of “language learners” or
“limited English proficient.” Such terminology makes educators and policy makers think
New American students have some sort of deficiency, whereas the term “emergent
bilinguals” helps them to recognize students are proficient in a language other than
English and are learning a second language. Also, building English language acquisition
on New American students’ existing knowledge of their native languages results in
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considerably higher graduation rates among migrant students (Lee, 2012). Additionally,
emphasizing bilingualism in schools shows better academic achievement among New
American students (López & McEneaney, 2012; López, McEneaney, & Nieswandt, 2015;
McEneaney, López, & Nieswandt, 2014). New American students exposed to bilingual
programs generally spend more time learning English but in the long run excel
academically (Umansky & Reardon, 2014). There also has been a lack of research about
the second language learning process of New American students (Valdés, Capitelli, &
Alvarez, 2011).
Though no official language policy exists in the United States, the government
tends to promote monolingualism. When various states enacted the English only language
policy, variation was noticed in the implementation of the policy among schools. School
districts in areas where migrants had been established for prolonged periods, where
school administrators shared a diverse cultural background with New American students,
had schools that tended to resist adopting an English only policy for educating New
American students. Whereas areas which were relatively newer destinations for
immigrants with monolingual school administrators did not favorably consider the needs
of New American students, and administrators acted as rouge bureaucrats in
implementing the English only policy (Marschall, et al., 2011). In relation to New
American student populations, most methods used to assess the learning of New
American populations have problems.
Assessment methods used to assess New American student learning are not
essentially reliable (Bailey & Carroll, 2015; Bailey & Heritage, 2014; Boals et al., 2015;
Guler & Dellicarpini, 2013). This is primarily because the New American students’
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population is not a homogenous population. It is a very diverse group based on many
factors including students’ level of English proficiency, level of knowledge of their first
language, whether they have had exposure to a schooling system in their native countries,
and number of years they have attended school before entering the United States
schooling system. Assessment criteria for student achievement regarding New American
students raises concerns for educators, as most of the time the emphasis is on language
learning itself and not on student academic achievement in general (Abedi & Dietel,
2004; Abedi, 2008; Lakin & Young, 2013). High school exit examination data reveals a
four times higher failure rate for New American students (Odo, 2012) compared to native
born students. Many states in the U.S. also require students to pass high school exit
exams to earn their diplomas (Short & Fitzsimmons, 2007). Hence, it is important to
develop reliable assessments for New American students (Guler & Dellicarpini, 2013).
Despite the rapid and continuous increase in the New American student
population, diversity among educators is not increasing accordingly. Most educators who
serve New American students are monolinguals and do not have exposure to different
cultures, and many of them do not have an appreciation for diversity and do not
understand the needs of this group of students (Curry, 2007). This is because of a lack of
systematic implementation of teacher preparation and programs for New American
students (Tung, 2013; Verdugo & Flores, 2007).
An example of successful systematic implementation of teacher preparation for
New American students occurred at a teacher’s college that adopted to train its preservice
teachers to address needs of New American students. New England college in Henniker,
New Hampshire, required student teachers to take courses in world geography, world
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history, multicultural education, and world politics (Preble & Fitzgerald, 2011). To add
on to the college experience, faculty invited New American students from different
public schools to help teach preservice teachers. At the introductory meeting, students
were asked to tell preservice teachers how teachers could help New American students to
learn better or what a teacher should be doing differently from teaching procedures used
to teach native English speaking children. This approach helped preservice teachers not
only learn the difficulties New American students face in schools, but also helped teacher
students learn to show empathy and respect for New American students (Preble &
Fitzgerald, 2011). This successful preservice teacher learning is one of the main factors in
the success of New American students, and another important component is the use of
culturally appropriate models.
The use of culturally appropriate models increases the chances of New American
student success (Shi & Steen, 2012). Incorporating New American students’ first
language and culture in schools helps in their academic achievement. To truly serve the
needs of migrant students, it is important to build a sense of community, where families
of migrants take part in the education of their children (Bartlett & Garcia, 2011). To help
New American students succeed in school, school districts need to develop a culture that
appreciates diversity and makes a connection between home and school for these students
(Curry, 2007). This helps foster a culture of inclusiveness in schools (Cerre, Alsace, &
Gilmartin, 2013; Tung, 2013).
The success of New American students’ education also depends on a strong
school and community leadership that pushes the implementation of English language
programs (Pascopella, 2011). This type of leadership can be achieved by reaching out to
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students’ families and creating a welcoming school environment that sets higher
standards for all students (Bartlett & Garcia, 2011). Research conducted at two different
middle schools revealed that administrators’ personal beliefs, experiences, and
knowledge of diverse cultures have a considerable effect on their interpretation of
policies regarding New American students. That interpretation shows in the
implementation of policies as well. Also, implementation of policies in an individual
school is impacted by the culture of that school and ideologies and beliefs of teachers
regarding the education of New American students. School culture is a factor that impacts
an administrators’ ability to implement policies that favor New American students
(McHugh, 2015). Both administrators at the research schools mentioned earlier in this
paragraph developed an inclusive culture with their teaching staff and rejected a
segregated approach to teaching New American students in separate classrooms.
Additionally, both schools had a high success rate (Theoharis & O’Toole, 2011). Also,
research has indicated the importance of having bilingual staff that can help build a
positive relationship between a school administration, staff, and parents of migrant
students (Bartlett & Garcia, 2011).
In U.S. public schools, due to a constant rise in number of migrant students that have
limited or no prior knowledge of the English language, the need for effective teaching of
New American students is increasing (Calderón, Slavin, & Sánchez, 2011). It is
important to adopt new instructional strategies that are friendly to New American
students (Curry, 2007). Research conducted in Idaho public schools revealed that the
teaching staff for New American students in Idaho have not been highly qualified, as not
all teachers assigned to these students have had certification in specialized programs
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relating to New American students (Batt, 2008; Turkan & Buzick, 2016). It is a challenge
for teachers’ colleges to prepare teachers to teach New American students, as most
student majorities in teachers’ training colleges have not been exposed to diversity (Cho,
Rios, Trent, & Mayfield, 2012). Due to the shortage of specialized educators, one
educator is sometimes assigned to more than one school and hence traveling time takes
up much of the educator’s teaching time. Besides that, educators are also supposed to
perform other duties in addition to teaching, which makes their job more challenging, and
many of them are not willing to stay in their current positions (Batt, 2008). There is also a
lack of support and very few professional development opportunities available for
educators specialized in programs for teaching New American students. Some teachers
have no sympathy for New American students and believe that these students should be
sent back to their home countries (Batt, 2008). New American students may not always
be viewed as just another group of students by teachers. Rather, they are sometimes
thought of as “strangers” who invade the normality of public school settings (Haneda &
Nespor, 2013).
Educators should come up with an innovative solution to help New American
students, rather than continue viewing them as a problem for school districts. A
community based preservice teacher model is one idea that may help New American
students and view them as bicultural, bilingual, and productive future citizens (Tung,
2013). New American student related challenges need more in-depth research on both the
programmatic and status mechanisms that operate to disadvantage New American
students at the cusp, particularly in specialized classrooms for English language
acquisition (Umansky, 2016).
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School Culture and Climate
School culture and school climate are two distinct but intertwined ideas. They are
descriptors of school environment and its effects on employees and students. School
culture is defined as shared views, beliefs, standards, and attitudes that translate into
behaviors of students and staff of a school (Dessel, 2010; Stokes, 2016). Culture affects
everything that happens in a school and gives the school a unique identity. It is the most
powerful and influential factor in students’ lives. School culture determines the way
students act and behave during their day to day activities. Also, school-age children
spend more time at school than at home with their families. Therefore, behaviors children
learn at school greatly affect their lives (Barth, 2002). School culture is based on deeply
incorporated ideas that dictate the response of a school to the outside and inside world,
including parents, the local community, the school district, the state, and the federal
administration. Components of school culture include artifacts, history, traditions, rituals,
ceremonies, symbols, and icons in the décor of a school building, and values that dictate
interactions among students and school staff – teachers, non-teaching staff, and
administrators. Deeply held beliefs and assumptions of school employees regarding
teaching and learning and parents’ involvement in their students’ learning are also among
components of a school’s culture (Hoy & Hoy 2009).
School climate is a measure of the “quality and character” of a school (Gase et al.,
2017). It is the general feeling or mood of a school. Minor and Benner (2018) defined
school climate as the effect of a school environment on students, teaching and learning
practices, and interpersonal relationships among school administrators, teaching and nonteaching staff, parents, and students. According to Kafele (2013), school climate is “the
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overall feeling and tone of the environment [which] affects the teachers' ability to teach
and the students' ability to learn” (p. 18). School climate not only determines the learning
and academic success of students, it also impacts the social and emotional wellbeing of
students. School climate is a culmination of the subjective experiences of all employees,
students, and parents based on their individual perceptions and feelings regarding their
school (Pinkas, & Bulić, 2017).
Zullig, Koopman, Patton, and Ubbes (2010) listed five aspects of a school climate
as (a) order, safety, discipline; (b) academic outcomes; (c) social relationships; (d) school
environment; and (e) school connectedness. Thapa, Cohen, Guffey, & HigginsD’Alessandro (2013), however, discussed five main aspects of school climate as: (a)
safety, (b) relationships, (c) teaching and learning, (d) school environment, and (e)
procedures for refining a school climate. The safety aspect of school climate is threedimensional as it covers not only physical safety, but social and emotional safety as well.
The outcomes of the three dimensions of safety are school expectations and rules (Thapa
et al., 2013). A positive school climate results in students feeling safe, comfortable,
respected, and able to communicate with teachers and their peers. Students also know
where to seek help in times of need. A positive school climate lowers the numbers of
instances of disciplinary issues and leads to a higher level of academic achievement
among students. It is also the best remedy for eliminating harassment and bullying
(Warner & Heindel, 2017). Nowadays, our society is becoming more ethnically diverse,
so the social and emotional safety aspect of school climate is gaining greater attention as
schools have to take care of the wellbeing of a very diverse student population
(Munniksma & Juvonen, 2012).
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The relationship aspect of school climate covers student engagement and sense of
belonging with their school, teachers, and other students. Student engagement and a sense
of belonging are achieved through positive and trusting relationships with teachers and
peers. Students’ perceptions about their teachers and fellow students being there to
support their learning and caring about them, the fairness of disciplinary practices, and
consideration for diversity are key to developing positive and trusting relationships.
Healthy relationships among teachers and school leaders are important as well and should
stem from mutual respect and feelings of inclusiveness (Thapa et al., 2013). When
collegial and friendly relationships among school leadership, staff, and community
members are absent, it is impossible to cultivate a positive and healthy school climate
(Bradshaw, Koth, Thornton, & Leaf, 2009).
The way teaching and learning occurs in a school is shaped by goals, values,
rules, and norms set by leaders. Hence, it is imperative to define these goals, values,
rules, and norms in a clear fashion to create a positive school climate. The environmental
aspect of school climate encompasses the availability of resources and supplies, as well
as the physical layout and organization of a school and its classrooms. The availability of
resources and supplies is important for students’ cognitive and non-cognitive learning.
Student behavior and learning is also impacted by a school’s layout, which ensures
students are not unsupervised while on school grounds, also supporting the safety aspect
of school climate. Similarly, classroom layout impacts teachers’ ability to keep an eye on
students to make sure they are following rules and expectations (Thapa et al., 2013).
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The Role of a School Principal
As leader of a school and the main decision maker, a principal’s role is very
crucial to workings of a school. It is a principal who decides the fate of a school by
moving the school in the right direction. Being the leader, a school principal is
responsible for improving and optimizing teaching and learning conditions in their school
(Ediger, 2014). A principal plays an important role in each and every aspect of students’
education by developing a clear vision and mission statement for a school. A school
vision statement helps to establish a common set of values, beliefs, norms, and practices
that a school is willing to achieve, and a mission statement is a plan of action to achieve
that vision. Mission and vision statements should be created collaboratively and shared
with all stakeholders, including teachers. A principal as leader brings everyone together
through a shared mission, and everybody moves towards achieving a school’s vision
through a principal’s actions (Kafele, 2017).
A school principal also plays a major role in creating and cultivating the culture
and climate of a school. A principal is in a position to inspire teachers working under
their principal’s leadership and increasing teachers’ level of commitment to their students
and school. Through their supportive and caring behavior, principals can positively
impact productivity of their staff as a whole (Gülsen & Gülenay, 2014; Scallion, 2010).
Principals who foster a culture of trustworthiness, collaboration, and teamwork in their
schools have higher teachers’ job satisfaction ratings, which is directly proportional to
better student learning conditions. Conversely, principals who fail to develop a
trustworthy and collaborative culture hinder the teaching ability of their teachers, and that
translates to poor learning conditions for students (Allen, 2016).
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A principal also contributes heavily in providing a safe learning environment for
all students. It is a principal’s responsibility to make sure all policies and procedures in
relation to safety are in place. A school principal is responsible for setting and
communicating behavior expectations to ensure the safety of all students on school
premises (Levin-Epstein, 2015). Most importantly, a school principal acts as an agent of
change and helps move people (teachers and students) and school in a forward direction.
Principals who are effective agents of change are willing to take risks and try new
strategies that have the potential to increase student learning, rather than going with a “by
the book” mentality. The role of a principal is to develop a relationship of trust with
teachers, and to foster a better learning environment for all. This allows teachers not to
act as just order-takers, but to raise concerns when there is a need to do so, and to come
up with ideas to promote the mission of their school and improve the learning of all
students. Agents of change always keep their eyes open for evidence of dysfunction in
their school, and they are always open to new ideas when things are not moving forward
(Fullan, 2014).
As leaders, principals influence their schools’ climates. Principals use different
strategies to change the climate and culture of their school. Showers (2019) showed
principals emphasize building positive and productive relationships among staff members
to create a healthy school climate. Teachers in Showers’ study were encouraged to work
in teams to ensure they learned from each other’s experiences to teach their classrooms.
School leaders took time to learn about strengths of individual teachers and how to utilize
them for the shared goal of school success before grouping teachers into teams. Working
in teams not only allowed teachers to learn from each other and come up with new ideas
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and classroom strategies to help student learning, but it also promoted positive
relationships among teachers. Recognition for teachers and students is another strategy
many principals have used to promote a positive school climate. Some schools have
weekly or monthly drawings for prizes to recognize work of teachers and students.
Principals also use short videos and blogs to recognize work of school staff and
encourage their efforts (Showers, 2019).
Principals who successfully have created positive school climates are open to new
ideas and encourage thinking outside the box. They give their teaching staff opportunities
to try new ideas and techniques with confidence while acting as resource providers.
When a teacher comes up with a new idea, these principals ask questions to evaluate the
idea; and if it is workable, they give their teacher complete freedom to implement the
idea. Successful principals make every effort to provide teachers with required resources
and materials instead of making excuses to prevent a teacher from trying their new idea
(Showers, 2019). Providing time for teachers to collaborate is another strategy used by
principals to create a positive school climate (Scallion, 2010). Principals create positive
school climate through working in collaboration with their school staff. They involve
their staff in decision-making while planning steps needed to be taken to create a positive
school climate. Principals influence school climate by modeling behavior. They act the
way they want their school staff to act and show staff through their actions the best
behavior desired (Showers, 2019).
Communication with all stakeholders in a school—school staff members, parents,
and community members—heavily impacts school climate, and principals who
successfully have created positive school climate always keep communication channels
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open with all stakeholders (Cline, 2018). Principals who have worked with a
marginalized student population have successfully managed to change their school
climate from negative to positive by developing good relationships with school
personnel, students, and parents. These principals have made themselves visible and
approachable. They have taken time to get to know individual students by their names
and developed relationships with them on a personal level. These principals have reached
out to parents of marginalized students and have focused on involving them in school
related activities, including getting them to serve on school committees such as parent
teacher organizations, help with fundraisers, show up to open houses, etc. (Theoharis,
2007). As a part of their effort to develop relationships and make families of the
ethnically diverse student population feel welcome, principals have tried to learn their
preferred names. Some principals held ethnic parent meetings based on various
ethnicities present in their schools to help themselves and their staff understand different
ethnic perspectives, and to encourage parents’ involvement in their school as well
(Theoharis & Haddix, 2011). Once principals have developed personal relationships with
individual students, it is easier to deal with behavior related issues. This results in less
student fighting and bullying, allowing students to focus more on learning. The process
of developing relationships with parents of marginalized students is through
communication with them, and making them feel welcome, respected, and valued.
Relationships with parents enable principals to have parent support which contributes to
the success of a school as parents actively participate in the education of their children
(Theoharis, 2007).
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Scallion (2010) indicated that principals who successfully created healthy and
positive school climates placed social and emotional needs and wellbeing of students
before academic achievement. It is important that students feel safe and have a sense of
belonging while they are on school grounds. Safety and a sense of belonging are
important components of a school climate, meaning a positive school climate yields
better academic performance of students (Scallion, 2010).
Summary
Chapter II offered a literature review on current trends in human migration, a
historical review of U.S. immigration history, education of New Americans, and school
culture and climate. The chapter also reviewed the role of a school principal in reference
to establishing school climate.
Description of Next Chapter
Chapter III discusses the methodology for this study. It gives an account of the
reasoning behind the choice of qualitative research techniques, an examination of
multiculturalism, a description of the constant comparative method of research, and the
rationale for choosing a case study methodology. The chapter also contains a detailed
description of data collection, analysis techniques, coding strategies, and possible validity
issues.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
The purposes of this ethnographic case study were: to examine the role of a
school principal in attempting to create a climate in which New American students can
thrive, to understand how and to what extent beliefs and actions of a school principal
impacted the academic and holistic well-being of New American students in an
elementary school setting, and to observe administrative strategies implemented for
integration of New American students into a school community. Since the purpose of
schooling is to nurture the whole child and to enrich the human experience by promoting
students’ cognitive, social, emotional, physical and ethical wellbeing (Armstrong, 2006),
it is important to lay concrete foundations at the elementary level. Learning that happens
at the elementary level not only paves the path for middle and high school education but
goes far beyond that. Using the lens of multiculturalism, a qualitative ethnographic case
study approach was adopted for this study. Research design, collection, analysis, and
interpretation of data were conducted concurrently to imitate constant comparative
methodology (Thomas, 2016).
The following research question guided this study: What is the role of a school
principal in creating a school climate in which New American students thrive? Figure 1
shows how this research question was answered using a research design utilizing
qualitative ethnographic research procedures.
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Figure 1. Case Study Flow Chart.
The word “thrive” refers to the holistic wellbeing of students. According to
Tomsett (2015), thrive means “something beyond succeeding, something more healthy.
People, like plants, thrive when the conditions for growth are right” (p. 1). For this study,
thriving was defined in terms of students’ academic achievements, level of engagement,
and level of comfort during interactions with teachers and fellow students. Children start
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elementary school with various levels of cognitive and linguistic skills. The concept of
whole child education makes schools responsible for promoting the social and emotional
learning of students alongside their academic learning (Liew & McTigue, 2010). Social
and emotional learning involve learning about emotion regulation, how to resolve
conflicts effectively, and how to establish positive relations with others (Cristóvão,
Candeias, & Verdasca, 2017). Student engagement can be described as based on
students’ friendships and kinships with other students, teachers who take genuine interest
in student wellbeing, and families who are involved in the education of their children.
These factors: (a) result in positive classroom environments where relevant teaching and
learning take place, (b) contribute to students’ feelings of being safe, (c) contribute to
students’ physical and mental wellbeing, and (d) help students overcome personal issues
(Commissioner for Children and Young People, 2018).
New American students come from very diverse backgrounds in terms of their
cultures and past experiences. There are those among them who were born in refugee
camps and have never experienced a school setting before coming to the United States.
Some have interrupted formal schooling, while others attended formal schooling on a
regular basis back home, but school expectations back home may have been very
different. Many New American students have experienced forced migration, as they have
fled from war zones and have memories of loss and trauma (Miliband, 2017).
Nonetheless, many New American students are unfamiliar with their school
environments, and have to not only learn the English language, but also norms and
expectations of their new schools. For this study, academic achievement was defined and
determined in terms of learning things such as school expectations, social norms such as
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walking quietly in hallways, and other everyday actions such as raising a hand before
asking a question, making lunch choices, etc. Measures of academic progress such as
report cards or homework assignments were not included. Student engagement was
determined in terms of students’ happiness while they were on school grounds, the way
they behaved in classrooms, and their interactions with fellow students and adults in their
school building. Level of student comfort during interactions with teachers and fellow
students was determined by the extent, context, and way in which interactions took place.
Theoretical Framework
At the time of this study, as migrants were coming to the United States from
various parts of the world due to multiple factors, the number of New Americans had
been on a continuous rise in public schools. According to National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) data, between the year 2000 and 2017, the number of New American
students rose from 3.8 million to 5.0 million in K-12 public schools, which made up
about 10% of the total student population at that time (NCES, 2020). In Midwest states,
more than 687,371 public school students were New Americans at the time of this study.
This number made up a 6.4% per state average (with the percentage referring to number
of students in public schools that were New Americans) with the highest percentage in
the state of Illinois (11.3%) and the lowest in Ohio (3.2%). Thus, schools were facing a
challenge of taking care of the needs of the fastest growing population in U.S. K-12
schools, New American students, who at the same time, have had the highest risk of
dropping out (Sheng, Sheng, & Anderson, 2011; Dettlaff & Fong, 2016). The high school
graduation rate among New American students was 67% compared to an 84% graduation
rate for all students (Sugarman, 2019).
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Assimilation
Theories of assimilation explain various approaches migrants adapt to live in a
new community. Migrants face a challenge of overcoming a range of cultural differences
they experience while they adjust to the ways of a host community. Cultural differences
migrants experience vary depending on their region of origin. Language, dress, food,
weather, holidays, celebrations, and parenting practices are common cultural differences
most migrants try to overcome to fit into a new host society. Theories of assimilation also
shape formation of social policies and norms that influence acceptance of immigrants in a
host society.
In the United States, several assimilation theories have evolved since the mid-19th
century, when most immigrants coming into the country were native English speakers
who originated from Northwestern Europe, and hence the white Western culture and its
standards were considered norms of society. Non-English immigrants were expected to
adopt the English ways of living to become part of American society. This is referred to
as the Anglo-Conformity Theory of Assimilation. As this theory appreciates cultural
dominance, the Melting Pot theory evolved to suggest that new cultures immigrants
brought with them should melt into the culture of their host society. When cultures melt
together, they become a new uniform culture (Ziyanak, 2015).
Multiculturalism
In the aftermath of World War II, an increasing number of people started to
migrate from less developed and poor countries to first world countries (developed and
wealthy countries) to seek better opportunities for themselves and their families. This
increase in immigration impacted earlier theories of assimilation, and the Theory of
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Multiculturalism started to evolve during the 1970s in the liberal democracies of Canada,
Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. Multiculturalism is
based on the belief that all racial groups and cultures present in a society should be given
equal importance and respect, rather than having one dominant culture that everybody is
supposed to adopt as a norm. The main themes of multiculturalism include public support
of multiculturalism, inclusion of the idea of multiculturalism in educational curricula, the
option of public funding for bilingual education to provide equal educational
opportunities to all factions of society, showing the diverse faces of society on media,
allowing exceptions in contemporary accepted dress codes, making policies that allow
people to keep more than one citizenship, and state funded cultural activities to create
harmony within a community and encourage coexistence of different cultures and
ethnicities (Crowder, 2013). According to Parekh (2006), multiculturalism is a
philosophy that supports cultural pluralism and that many societies are multicultural
inherently, as they are not made up of one ethnic group but a variety of ethnic groups.
The very idea of multiculturalism is a hot topic and is continuously debated.
Proponents of multiculturalism, like Kymlicka (2011), see the concept as part and parcel
of liberal democracy. Kymlicka argued that minority groups should be entitled to some
special privileges to compensate for disadvantages they encounter being in the minority,
and to help them keep their culture alive. On the other hand, opponents of
multiculturalism, like Barry (2001), see multiculturalism as encouraging irrational
distinctions between factions within a society. Barry feels multiculturalism opposes the
ideology of liberalism. He argued that all citizens should be treated similarly regardless
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of their ethnic background, and minority groups should not be treated differently because
of their culture.
After looking at various theories that explain the integration of migrants into host
societies, I decided to use multiculturalism as a theoretical framework for this study. As
the world is becoming a global village, the idea of social justice and plural identity is on
the rise and migrants want to keep their own cultural identities and values while making
the countries they migrate to and live in their new homes (Gordon-Walker, 2016; Kivisto,
2016; Vorster, 2018). Operating through the lens of multiculturalism, I sought to
understand better the role of school administrators in fulfilling educational needs of New
Americans. From the perspective of a multiculturalist, I was not expecting to see a
complete assimilation of New American students within the school culture. I was not
expecting to see a transformation in New American students as leaving their culture and
values at the school door and acting like their native-born peers. My expectation was to
see that the school in this case study acknowledged cultural differences and showed
sensitivity to the needs of New American students. I also expected that New American
students would have the same rights and respect as native-born students, regardless of
their cultural or ethnic backgrounds. One school, a magnet school with a particular focus
on needs of New Americans, was an appropriate choice for this study. This approach
gave me the opportunity to thoroughly examine and capture details of behaviors the
school principal had adopted to help with specific needs of New American students.
Through the literature, researchers talk about education of New Americans with respect
to teaching strategies and the academic success of students (Calderón, Slavin, & Sánchez,
2011; Garcia & Kleifgen, 2010; Cerre, Alsace, & Gilmartin, 2013). However, very
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limited research has been done in relation to the role school principals play in the success
of New American students. There is not much known regarding the needs of New
American students, and literature is very limited when it comes to the question of how to
best equip leaders of schools to fulfill the needs of New American students (McHugh,
2015; Theoharis & O’Toole, 2011). The focus of this study was on the holistic wellbeing
of New American students with respect to the role of a school principal rather than only
addressing the question of academic success. This study will help readers take a closer
look at the qualities of school leadership needed to encourage holistic success of New
American students.
Ethnographic Case Study
Ethnography is a pragmatic approach to researching and studying a social setting,
and to documenting the culture of the social setting being studied (Crotty, 1998). It is a
holistic approach that utilizes qualitative and quantitative methods. Ethnographic
methods are majorly reliant on fieldwork, during which a researcher makes observations
and conclusions about their findings. Findings are validated through emic validity. Emic
validity is an internal validity tool that provides an opportunity for a researcher to
understand a cultural phenomenon from an insider’s perspective, and also, by showing
findings to research participants and making sure findings are consistent with their
understanding of a phenomenon (Given, 2008). It is a process in which the researcher
learns about ethnographic hosts’ worlds or cultural systems as a host’s socialization into
or experience with these systems has rendered them experts on various aspects of their
worlds (Creswell, 2012). The prime goal of ethnography is to try and understand how
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people live their lives in a social setting in terms of their (the targeted people’s) cultural
norms and actions.
Gerhard Friedrich Müller has been considered the father of ethnography
(Vermeulen, 2018). He was a traveler and developed the concepts of ethnography as a
discipline, separate and unique from other disciplines. His education and association with
academics gave Müller an edge in becoming prominent in his era. As a professor of
history and geography, he had a chance to become a participant in the Second Kamchatka
Expedition in the early eighteenth century. This gave him ample time to work on his
concept of ethnography, to differentiate his work from the work of Völker-Beschreibung.
Müller’s curriculum, later known as ethnography, proceeded the overview of the Greek
neologism “Ethnographia” by Johann Friedrich Schöpperlin and its German variant by A.
F. Thilo in 1767 (Vermeulen, 2018). This Siberian expedition gave Müller information
on different people and cultures, and he collected data for the creation of maps. He also
described in detail religious ceremonies as performed by various ethnicities living in the
Siberian region (Vermeulen, 2018).
There are two subtypes within ethnography; one of them is called realist
ethnography. Realist ethnography deals with realistic thinking in terms of the objective
account of a situation. The adaptation of realist ethnography allows an observer to use
third person speech to elaborate on their observations and what they hear from their
participants.
The other subtype within ethnography is critical ethnography, which was my
chosen approach for this research. Critical ethnography is an ethnographic study which is
based on critical theory and the researcher looks for hidden meanings in the ideology
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behind norms and values of the culture under study (Creswell, 2012). A critical
ethnographer acts as a voice of reasoned judgment of what is observed and learned about
a culture, while noting their findings. A critical approach to ethnography allowed me to
have a close look at the culture of a school and question policies and roles of school
administrators leading the practice of educators regarding education of New Americans.
A five staged approach to critical ethnography developed by Carspecken (1996)
was used as a framework to conduct this study. Stage 1 involves building a primary
record, in which a researcher spends extensive periods of time on the research site and
compiles a record of thick descriptions of observations. Observations are recorded in the
form of field notes, and audio and video tapes can also be used. Components of thick
description include recording body movement and postures, a record of time, observer’s
comments, and a verbatim of speech which is recorded in italics. It is also important to
record information on context at the start of each observation period, which includes time
a researcher arrives at a site, how many people are present, and reasons for their presence.
Low inference vocabulary is used for thick descriptions. Stage 1 observations are
recommended to be made in “as nonobtrusive a manner as possible” (Carspecken, 1996,
p. 51). This means a researcher acts as a non-participant observer while on a research site
and takes notes of happenings without interrupting a setting or interacting with research
participants.
Stage 2 is introductory reconstructive study. At this stage, a researcher analyzes
data collected during Stage 1, which comprises the primary record. A researcher starts an
analysis by reading their thick descriptive notes and taking mental notes of possible
underlying meanings of their observations. After several readings, a coding process starts
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by highlighting significant statements in the data. A researcher reads significant
statements and generates meaning fields. Meaning fields refer to possible meanings one
can think of regarding a certain action from the viewpoint of an observer, or an actor, and
those who witnessed an action or a part of speech, as they can interpret an action
differently based on their own impressions. An analysis reveals cultural themes and
meanings of observed interactions and various roles research participants play. Hence,
analysis enables a researcher to articulate observations made during Stage 1 and
reconstruct meanings of observed data (Carspecken, 1996).
Stage 3 involves generation of dialogical data. During this stage, a researcher
starts to interact with research participants and collects data through various interview
techniques. Data collected through interviews is checked against data collected and
analyzed during Stages 1 and 2 (Carspecken, 1996).
In Stages 4 and 5, systems analyses are conducted. In Stage 4, a researcher looks
for systems relations. An example of this would be activities that take place at a research
site being influenced by other sites. Therefore, it is important to find those relations or
look for cultural isomorphism. The final stage, Stage 5, consists of explaining findings of
research (Carspecken, 1996).
An ethnographer studies how a cultural group works by exploring beliefs,
languages, and behaviors of the cultural group, and then the ethnographer interprets those
beliefs, languages, and behaviors by immersing themselves in the daily lives of the group
being studied. Ethnographers collect data through observation, informal interviews, and
by reviewing documents that provide information about a group being studied. A cultural
group that an ethnographer could study might be a small group, such as students in an
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individual classroom, or it could be a large group similar to an entire school, or it could
be a huge group like a whole town (Creswell, 2012).
The concentrated study of one magnet school, a case study, allowed me to collect
a significant amount of qualitative data in a natural setting. This method involved
fieldwork in which I interacted with participants in their usual setting. Thomas (2016)
argued that a case study is particularly good for getting an in-depth understanding of a
phenomenon. A case study is a research-based way of analyzing a single situation, event,
policy, system, person, or place. The period of inquiry also varies from one case study to
another depending on the subject being studied. Every case study is unique as it analyzes
a specific subject in a specific time within a subject’s own boundaries. This study sought
to understand multiple dimensions of a single school climate as experienced by New
American students and the part played by a school administrator in cultivating that
climate.
Selection of the School
The school for this study was selected using purposive sampling. Purposive
sampling is also called the judgment method as sampling selection is based on a
researcher’s judgment (Etikan, Musa, & Alkassim, 2016). A nonprofit organization that
works for the settlement of New Americans recommended an elementary school that had
obtained a reputation for providing an enriched educational experience for New
American students. The chosen school was one of many magnet schools for New
Americans as recognized by the school district and had the largest population of New
Americans in the district.
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Description of the School
The school chosen for this study was located in the Midwestern region of the
United States. It was an elementary school serving students from kindergarten through
Grade 5. At the time of this study, the school had a total enrollment of 217 students. The
ethnic breakdown of students attending the school included: White Caucasian (39%),
Asian (26%), Black (15%), Native American (8%), Hispanic (5%), Other (7%). Seventythree percent of the school’s student population qualified for free or reduced cost lunches.
The teacher student ratio was 1:15. Each grade level had two sections and a special
education classroom. Information presented in this paragraph was given to me by the
school secretary. The names of the school and the secretary and any other revealing
information have been withheld to maintain school site and staff confidentiality.
Data Collection
This study utilized three discrete methods of data collection including collection
and study of written documents, observations, and semi-structured interviews including a
focus group.
Collecting Written Documents
Collecting, reading, and analyzing documents is a commonly used method of data
collection in ethnographic research. This method of gathering data is different from
gathering data by interviewing people as documents are static in nature. While using this
method, the important thing is to find the right documents (Thomas, 2016). I searched
through the Department of Public Instruction website in the state where my participating
school was found to locate any federal or state policies related to education of New
American students. I also searched the school district website to find district policies
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regarding education of New American students. I also collected other related documents
from the school office during the course of my study that had either been collected or
prepared by school administrators and staff that worked at the magnet school I studied.
These documents included a staff handbook and a binder of teaching strategies for
teaching New Americans. I kept going through the documents as I found them and
categorized information into groups and constantly compared categories, so I could
reduce the amount of data while I was collecting data. Data collected through this
document search was compared with data collected through interviews and observational
notes.
Observations
I spent a total of 4 weeks in the school participating in my study. Out of those 4
weeks, I spent the first 2 weeks in the school all day from the beginning to the end of the
school day doing observations and taking notes. For the last 2 weeks, I went to the
school time to time for shorter periods in which I conducted interviews. During the last 2
weeks, I also had an opportunity to do more observations while I was in the school
waiting and getting ready for interviews. The first week I was in the school, I observed
interactions between New American students and native-born students, interactions of
New American students with each other, and interactions of New American students with
their principal, teachers, and non-teaching staff. The second week, I shadowed the
principal to observe his day to day routine. During the 2 weeks of the observation period,
I compiled 40 pages of thick description of my observations. As I was taking notes
throughout my day in the school and at the end of each day, I went through the notes and
elaborated on the notes by filling out missing details I remembered from the day’s
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observations, and I made sure that all observations were recorded. This technique is
referred to as memoing in qualitative research methodologies literature (Birks, Chapman,
& Francis, 2008).
Semi Structured Interviews and Focus Group
Semi-structured interviews use mostly open-ended questions, which are not in a
specific order. This interview technique gives a researcher freedom to go with the flow of
discussion and generates a large amount of data (McIntosh & Morse, 2015). A total of ten
teachers were interviewed, one classroom teacher from each grade (K through Grade 5),
the physical education teacher, and three ELL teachers. The school principal, school
secretary, school social worker, school technology coordinator, and school kitchen
manager were also interviewed. Interviewees were asked open ended questions about
their understanding of a magnet school, their perceptions of their school’s culture and
climate, and the role of school administration. An interview protocol was prepared ahead
of time. The interview protocol was composed of general questions (see Appendix B).
Probing questions were asked based on interviewees’ answers. Each interview was 20 to
30 minutes long and all participants were interviewed only once with the exception of the
school principal. The school principal was interviewed twice for 30 minutes each round.
Interviews were conducted in an informal and collegial manner. All interviews were
conducted during scheduled breaks or after school hours. Interviews were held on the
locality of interviewees’ preferences which included classrooms, offices, or the school
cafeteria. A focus group interview with parents was also conducted. An interview
protocol composed of general questions about parents’ perceptions of school culture and
climate was also prepared ahead of time for the focus group interview (see Appendix B).
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Interview questions were open ended questions, and probing questions were asked as
needed. A total of five parents participated in the focus group. Before each interview
began, interviewees were asked to sign a consent to participate in research form
(Appendix C). Interviewees were given time to read the form before signing and before
each interview began.
Gaining Access to a School
My advisor at the time introduced me to the principal of my chosen school and
mentioned my research project to the school principal. Following that, I sent a formal
request via email for a face to face meeting with the principal to seek the principal’s
permission for me conducting my study. During that meeting with the principal, I
described my research project and discussed the time frame I anticipated spending on my
project in the school. Once the principal agreed to my study, I contacted the
administrative assistant of the public-school district involved by calling the district office
and requesting they send me their formal form a researcher must fill out when requesting
to conduct research in the district. Next, I filled out the form and sent it to the office of
the assistant superintendent of the school district to ask for district approval for my study.
After securing the district’s approval (Appendix D), I sent an email to the principal of the
participating magnet school to set dates and times for data collection. I negotiated a
schedule for the first 2 weeks, so I would have an opportunity to maximize my
observations. I asked to observe the following activities at the school:
•

Arrival of students and morning greetings between students and the school
principal and teachers,
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•

Lunch hour,

•

Classroom observations at various times,

•

Gym activities,

•

End of day routine when students leave the building,

•

Hallway observations,

•

Outdoor recess, and

•

Student activity outside the classroom during scheduled class times.

My role in the school was a non-participating observer. It is an important part of
ethnographic research to conduct observations without attracting attention to minimize
the “Hawthorn effect” (Carspecken, 1996). The school principal sent out an email to
school staff to introduce me and my research project and informed them about my
presence in the school during my observational period.
Selection of Participants
The selection of teachers was done through purposive sampling. Purposive
sampling is a technique in which researchers select participants based on their availability
and the participant’s knowledge of the subject matter (Etikan, Musa, & Alkassim, 2016).
After 2 weeks of initial observations, school staff members (both teaching and nonteaching) were selected through purposive sampling for an interview. As there were two
sections of students for each grade level, classroom teachers were selected based on the
highest number of New American students in their classrooms from each grade level. All
ELL teachers were interviewed as there were only three. For the parents’ focus group
interview, a general invitation was sent out through the school listserv and parents were
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invited to come over to talk about their perceptions of the school culture and climate, and
leadership of the school. Parents who accepted the initial invitation were contacted again
with a date and time for the focus group interview. A total of five parents showed up for
the focus group interview (one Indian, one Nepali, one Native American, and two
Caucasian). Parents were asked open ended questions about their experiences
communicating/coming to the school for various reasons and their perceptions of the
school culture and climate. They were also asked about their children’s perceptions of the
school.
Data Analysis
Validity Check
Triangulation of data helped to increase validity of this study by allowing me to
look for consistency in information collected through the three different data collection
methods used. It minimized potential for subjectivity and bias by demonstrating that
study findings were based on data and not on my predispositions (Shenton, 2004). If there
was any inconsistency in information collected through the three different methods, I
found reasons for the inconsistencies.
Constant Comparative Method
This research design required use of a constant comparative methodology to
analyze data. As discussed by Thomas (2016), the constant comparative method requires
an analyst go through their data multiple times and compare small chunks of data with
one another. The process must be repeated to the point where no more “similarities” can
be found. In other words, similar data have been grouped together into one grouping, so
all groups of data are unique.
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I started analyzing data early in the study when the first part of data collection
began, which was from policy documents. Interviews with the principal, teachers, and
parents were transcribed using TRINT software. I examined data by reading policy
documents, social media posts (school’s Twitter account), observations, and transcribed
interviews. Color coding was used to highlight important parts of the data (see
Appendices E, F, & G) that provided data with “temporary constructs” or identification
of initial themes (Ritchie & Lewis, 2005; Thomas, 2016). I read the data a second time
and used the “temporary constructs” as a checklist. While reading the data a second time,
I created a grid chart to connect evidence from the data to temporary constructs
(Appendix H). At this point, constructs that did not seem strongly related to the data were
erased. The second reading provided “second order constructs” or final themes in the
data. Themes were examined to find themes that could be grouped together as one theme,
or to identify any contradictory themes. Once themes were finalized, I drew a theme map
to illustrate emergent themes through quotations in the data.
Researcher’s Background and the Issue of Validity
All data collection, transcription, and analysis were completed by me, a single
researcher, an immigrant who moved to North America from Pakistan about 18 years
ago. Maxwell (2013) discussed a researcher’s personal bias and reactivity as two major
threats to the validity of qualitative research. A researcher’s preexisting perceptions and
beliefs can contaminate qualitative data if the researcher works on their data with
preexisting or already established ideas regarding the subject being studied. Reactivity
explains the potential influence a researcher may have on participants of a study because
of his/her appearance, or cultural background, or personality. As Maxwell (2013) argued,
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it is not possible to fully eliminate personal bias and reactivity; however, attempts can be
made to reduce these threats to some extent. I took the following steps to maximize
validity in this study:
I asked a peer in my doctoral cohort with a non-immigrant background to check
coding, themes, and inferences drawn by me from my data and to evaluate the results. To
minimize my reactivity or my influence on participants’ behavior, I visited the
participating school in this study and spent a few hours among the teaching staff and
students three times within a course of 2 weeks prior to starting data collection. This
helped the teachers and students get used to my presence among them, and they tended to
act normally after this period as they were no longer cautious of me.
As explained by Leedy and Ormrod (2016), triangulation (i.e. collecting data
through a variety of sources and using multiple methods) was used as another strategy to
maximize the validity of this research (see Appendix I). This study collected data through
policy documents, participant observations, and semi-structured interviews of
participants.
Ethical Considerations
To ensure the rights and welfare of research participants, all requirements
established by the University of North Dakota's Institutional Review Board (IRB) were
strictly followed, and I sought IRB approval prior to starting my study. Data was
collected through policy documents, observations in an elementary school setting, and
semi structured interviews of the school principal, selected teachers, selected nonteaching staff, and parents of students attending the magnet school. Participants were
informed of their interview questions in advance. Research participant identities were
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protected, and names of the participating school and school district were not revealed at
any point. I have referred to the research site as a Midwest elementary school for the
duration of this paper. There was no foreseeable risk to participants involved in this
study. Participation was completely voluntary, and participants were allowed to withdraw
at any time.
Summary
This chapter discussed the details of the research design including ethnographic
methods, the fact this was a case study, selection of the research site and participants,
data collection methods, data analysis, researcher’s background and issues of validity, as
well as ethical considerations. The study utilized critical ethnography as the research
methodology. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews, observations, and
documents collected from the school and the district website. Interview data were
transcribed and color coded to examine significant statements. Observations were
recorded in the form of thick description and color coded to examine significant parts of
the data. Collected documents were thoroughly read and color coded as well.
Description of the Next Chapter
Chapter IV presents the findings of this study. Themes that emerged from the data
are discussed. Data were summarized into seven themes based on analysis and
triangulation of the data.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
The purpose of this ethnographic case study was to understand the role of a school
principal in creating a school climate in which New American students could thrive by
analyzing three distinct types of data: transcripts of interviews, observational notes, and
documents collected from the school and the district website of the school participating in
this study. A thorough data analysis was conducted to find the answer to the research
question. This chapter is organized into seven sections based on findings of a thematic
analysis of the data: (a) acceptance, respect, and appreciation for diversity; (b) empathy;
(c) needs of new American students; (d) function of a magnet school; (e) student
expectations; (f) safe and caring school environment; and (g) role of the principal.
Theme-Based Findings
Transcribed data of semi-structured interviews of teaching and non-teaching staff
as well as a focus group interview of parents was read and color coded. Codes were
classified into different categories. Categories were then grouped into seven major
themes. Each theme was validated against observational data compiled in the form of
notes during school observations. The seven themes were also validated by referencing
themes against documents collected from the school and the district website of the school
participating in this study. Codes and categories that emerged during data analysis are
shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 2. Word Cloud of Codes and Categories That Emerged From Interview Data.

Figure 3. Word Cloud of Codes and Categories That Emerged From Observation Data.
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Figure 4. Word Cloud of Codes and Categories That Emerged From Document Data.
Theme 1: Acceptance, Respect, and Appreciation for Diversity
The first theme that emerged from the data was “acceptance, respect, and
appreciation for diversity”. When asked about the experience of working with New
American students, almost every person interviewed responded with words that showed
that diversity was not only accepted throughout the school community, but respected and
valued. One teacher described her experience of having New American students in the
classroom as “11 countries represented in my classroom which was really cool.” Another
teacher said, “They bring such just this nice diversity to school. I've never experienced
anything like.” A fourth-grade teacher expressed, “My experience has been nothing short
of wonderful.” An ELL teacher shared, “We're embracing cultures and diversity and
differences and it's just another nice gesture of what our school is.” She further added,
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“[It is] a blessing to have so many great families and just be so appreciative of the
education that kids are getting.” The school principal explained:
We feel really fortunate to work here because of the diverse and dynamic
population. . . . see it [diversity] as a gift and an opportunity that really charges
our batteries to work with families like that that put so much emphasis on
education to help them get to a better life.
The school’s social worker shared, “I feel very privileged to work in this school
. . . such a gift. It makes me a better person.” New American students were accepted
wholeheartedly for who they were. As the school’s technology coordinator remarked,
“Everybody is allowed to be different and everybody is celebrated and accepted for who
they are . . . differences are celebrated, and they're not taught to conform to one certain
way.” Similarly, the school secretary said, “I enjoy working with the families that are
from different countries.” New American students did not have to stop speaking their
native languages while they were on school premises; they were accepted for who they
were. The secretary expressed, “It’s interesting to listen to them talk on their own in their
own language. We don't really say that they can't speak English or their native language.”
New American students were allowed to dress according to their cultural beliefs, such as
wearing long skirts or headscarves. A teacher said, “It doesn't matter what they're
wearing; it doesn't affect me, doesn't affect other kids. They dress different but they are
still putting in the same effort.” The school also believed that New American students
should be allowed to keep their cultural identity, which was another example of
acceptance of diversity. As the school’s social worker explained:
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. . . can still maintain your own culture and identity yet you can feel respected and
cared for. . . . We want to bring them [New American students] along and expose
them to what is going on here but never have them lose their sense of cultural
identity.
The school’s lunch lady said, “Everybody feels welcome here. . . . I enjoy every
single one of them, no matter where they're from, who they are.” The school staff
believed that diversity in student population enriched their experience and provided an
opportunity to learn about various cultures of the world. As one teacher described:
The beauty of it all is just how diverse it is, and the different cultures that all of
our students could experience and understand, not just, you know, our American
students but students from other cultures and other areas of the world get to
experience.
Another teacher added:
They can share memories of what it was like before they came to America . . . can
share those experiences with my other students and then they can just share things
about their cultures that are different . . . when they're writing stories about their
holidays that they celebrate so whether they celebrate Eid or Christmas or, so it's
really fun, and then to share.
The school staff also believed that the New American students were now a part of
the community and belonged in the country. Hence, the school was responsible for
making every effort to provide for their educational needs just like any other students. As
the principal explained, “These are kids that belong here. They belong in our community.
They belong in our state.” The school social worker also shared, “These are kids. This is
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the future of our community.” Acceptance of diversity and the value that it brought in
echoed in parents’ statements as well. One parent said, “I like the diversity that it has, and
my kids are exposed to different things.” Acceptance for diversity was not always there;
rather it came gradually as people experienced diversity. Initially, some parents were
concerned about sending their children to a school that was a magnet school for the New
American student population in the district. Another parent shared:
When we started [name of the school], I was a little nervous because I'm just like,
you know, there's so many non-English speaking students in their classroom.
This, you know, is going to, like, to hinder my children's education. And you
know their development, like, I am maybe silly; well, I think it's silly now
because obviously that was not an issue.
This theme was also strongly evident in observational data. During observations, I
noticed many times that students were playing together regardless of their ethnic
differences or cultural background. At recess, I noted a few times that New American
students were playing in their own small groups while native-born students were playing
their own games. However, within a few minutes either the native-born students started
to join playing with the New American students or vice versa. I also observed that at
times a few students here and there would start to chat in a foreign language, and no one
seemed to get concerned or upset. I also noticed that respect for diversity was taught in
the school. For instance, I saw a second-grade Somali girl in traditional dress who looked
upset. The principal touched her headscarf and asked the boy sitting next to the girl, “Do
you know what’s that called? It’s hijab.” As the principal was not sure if he had said the
word correctly, he asked the girl, “What’s it called? Say it.” The girl said the word
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“hijab.” “Do you want him to touch your hijab?” asked the principal. He then looked at
the boy and said, “She doesn’t want you to touch it. Can I trust you that you won’t touch
her hijab?” The boy did not respond. The principal asked again, “Can I trust you that you
won’t touch her hijab?” Then, he held the hood of the boy’s sweatshirt and asked,” Do
you want her to touch your hood?” The boy shook his head. “It’s like that, she does not
want you to touch her hijab,” said the principal. During my observations, I also spotted
books in the school library that related to diversity. One was titled Immigrant Kids, by
Russell Freedman. Another one was This Is the Way We Go To school - A Book About
Children Around the World, by Edith Baer.
This theme of “acceptance, respect, and appreciation for diversity” was evident in
school documents as well. The school district’s handbook stated, “The diversity of these
English Language Learners brings richness to our classrooms and community.” Similarly,
the school faculty handbook listed diversity, prejudice, and respect under topics for class
meetings. The handbook also stated, “absolutely no put downs, sarcasm, or humor
directed towards or at the expense of another person.”
Theme 2: Empathy
It was evident from interview data that school staff were empathetic towards New
American students. A second-grade teacher shared:
I can't imagine, like, coming to a new country where I don't know the language or
you don't know the culture and everything is different; but I feel like no matter
what it's like, I just want to know that I'm safe if, and that people have seen me,
and like, [are] there for me.
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A fourth-grade teacher added, “I just think of what it would be like if I went to a different
country, you know, where I didn't know the language.” Being empathetic towards New
American students enabled school staff to identify students’ needs, which differed from
those of native-born students, and made teachers and staff compassionate and more
responsive towards those student needs. A teacher explained:
[If they are] not eating or [they are] so quiet when they come, but I'd be quiet too
when I first came if put into a room where nobody speaks my language or I'm,
you know, constantly watching and looking to see, you know, what's going on or
what do I do.
The school’s social worker described:
I always think of this – if I got picked up today and you dropped me into Nepal.
Like, I am pretty sure I would have no idea. Like, if my child was going to school,
I don't even know if I go to that school because I feel intimidated even if I had my
master's degree.
The school principal added:
Imagine … what it's like to walk into a school where nobody speaks my language.
I cannot communicate how to go to the bathroom. I can't communicate what I
want for lunch or if I don't like something or if I'm sad about my weekend.
The differences in needs were because of the circumstances the New American students
had experienced prior to coming to America. For instance, there were those who were
born in or lived in refugee camps, or experienced trauma as they had come from war
zones. There were also those who were going through cultural shock as they came from a
very different cultural background. The school secretary expressed that:
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[A] lot of people make assumptions about refugees or international students and
yet they don't know the story. They do not. But we, I believe, here, know quite a
bit of background for these kids, and I think it helps for us in our, in our school
culture.
A fourth-grade teacher added, “To come to a new country, a new school system, new
norms even within your country or your district or wherever you're at is difficult.”
The observational data also supported the theme of “empathy” as well. It was
observed many times that every school staff member always greeted students and smiled
at them when they passed by. Many asked students how they were doing or how their
weekends were. They listened to students attentively and showed interest in what
students were saying. New American students were also encouraged to talk and interact.
For example, one time I saw that the principal was standing in the cafeteria and a Somali
girl with a headscarf approached him and started to talk to him excitedly. The principal
listened to her earnestly, sat down on his knees and opened his laptop saying, “Let me
show you.” Another time, I saw the principal walking down a hall and a little girl in her
cultural dress saw him and quickly ran to him and said, “Hello!” The principal greeted
her back and extended his arm to hug her. Similarly, a paraprofessional hugged a student
and asked him about his break. Also, the school did not force New American students to
speak only English. They were empathetic towards the fact that New American students
may not have enough vocabulary to converse in English and allowed them to speak their
native languages. I commonly noticed that New American students were using their
native languages to converse during lunchtime or breaks, and sometimes even during
class.
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The theme “empathy” was not referenced in documents collected from the school
and district website.
Theme 3: Understanding the Needs of New American Students
Data from this study revealed that New American students had some specific
needs different than those of native-born students. Those needs had to be taken care of in
order to help New American students succeed at school and become part of their
community like any other student. Specific needs of New American students were
grouped into two categories: physiological needs, and social and emotional needs.
Among physiological needs, communication and transportation needs were most
prominent. The school met the communication needs by using a telephonic interpreter
service called “Voiance.” A first-grade teacher shared:
One of the most important thing[s] . . . we have [is] Voiance to be able to
communicate with new families . . . you can't expect them to be able to use their
words until you know of course they need their functional vocabulary and
academic vocabulary.
A kindergarten teacher added, “Having things in place like Voiance . . . help[s] interpret
both to kids and to families to be in communication with families.” An ELL teacher
described, “My first 2 years here, it was very, very, very difficult because at conferences
any time you need an interpreter. . . . Now everybody has access, every teacher can call
and use the phone.” The school secretary explained:
We’ll use the voice system, which is our phone translator system; and then in
person, it's much easier for me to be able to talk to them if I can see them talking
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and watching their mouth as well. I'm generally pretty good at being able to
understand.
The principal remarked, “[Don’t], you know, lower expectations but make sure you keep
in mind what that language barrier might feel like for them and be empathetic to those
whose needs are really, really great.” While talking about the needs of New American
students an ELL teacher stated, “Families’ transportation and interpretation, those [are]
the main two things.” The school secretary mentioned:
New Americans in the area lack the transportation. But we do [a] good job at
[name of the school] when we know parents do not have . . . we actually schedule
a van, and we go pick those parents up for our parent teacher conferences.
A first-grade teacher added:
We provide transportation to conferences. So, like [name of the principal and
social worker] will go and pick up families that do not have rides and transport
them to school. So, then we're able to talk with them and show them things that
their kids are learning.
The school also arranged to take New American students to basketball games, concerts,
or a Dairy Queen to help them get acquainted with their new country. As a third-grade
teacher described:
She'll [a teacher] send out, you know, a text to families or whatever and just say
I'm going to the basketball game on Saturday. If anybody wants to go, this is
where I'm picking up from, and she'll pick them up from, you know, whichever
apartment complex.
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Also, the school communicated with an organization that helped refugees and newcomers
by providing for their material needs like supplying laundry soap, furniture, clothing, etc.
A kindergarten teacher explained:
Having supports in place to meet needs of families, and as far as you know, like
laundry soap or transportation or things like that that will help them have their
kids prepared and ready to come to school each day ready to learn.
Understanding the American healthcare system is another thing families of New
American students’ need help with. The principal said, “Our counselors and social
workers go with them because they might need help getting their immunizations up to
date.”
There are also New American students who have some dietary restrictions based
on their religious beliefs or cultures. The school cafeteria made sure to provide some sort
of alternate selections in the school lunch menu to accommodate food-related needs of
their New American students. A first grade teacher explained, “When we have the new
Americans, I have some kids that I got to watch they don't eat pork or they don't want,
you know, so I'm always double checking you know for them.” The lunch lady shared:
There are, the Muslims cannot eat pork. And we do offer one meal that has pork.
So, we have to go and make sure that they're not taking that . . . a lot of the food
used to be pork, but they've slowly got turkey, turkey sausage, you know, to
accommodate these children. So, they can eat these things that everybody else is
eating, but not pork.
The school made a deliberate effort to make sure that students who were not
supposed to have pork did not eat it, as young children could not necessarily make the
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right choice while they were picking their food. The lunch lady further elaborated, “We
just need to tell them they need to make a different choice. We've had parents that call
and say no matter what, don't let it happen.”
The social and emotional needs of New American students were mostly revealed
as “safety, security, reliable, stable and predictable setting, accepting, supporting, caring,
and fun environment, connections, and a place to belong.” The need for feeling safe and
secure was the most mentioned need in interviews. One ELL teacher reported, “The most
important thing is that they [children] feel safe here and that they know that this is a place
where they can be open and be themselves.” A fourth-grade teacher shared, “They have
to feel safe.” Another teacher added, “Some of the things that they've already been
through in their small lives, you know, I want to make school [a] fun, safe place for
them.” The school principal also said, “First and foremost when they come here, they do
need to feel safe . . . social components of the language will come rather quickly if we
can make sure that they feel safe and comfortable.” At least seven out of the fifteen
interviewees mentioned the need for a feeling of connectedness, building relationships,
and a sense of belonging. The school’s social worker shared, “[There are] a lot of needs
but mostly a place to belong . . . they can feel connected and when they're connected,
they start to learn, and when they learn, they're going to change the world.” A third-grade
teacher mentioned, “They [New American students] need people to connect with more
than anything because otherwise they're, they won't feel at home in their new home.” The
technology coordinator expressed, “[New American students need] lots of love and
building relationships, building trust.” An ELL teacher also said:
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Building relationships with them, which is part of feeling safe, but just where they
know that this is reliable and stable and predictable setting and then that you have
created those relationships with them and having conversations with them and
getting to know them first.
The secretary added that New American students should, “[Be] accepting who
they are and [have a] feeling of belonging.” The school staff also realized that New
American students needed time to adjust in and learn about the new environment they
were in. A fourth-grade teacher shared, “You need to give them time,” which was echoed
in what the P.E. teacher said, “They need time; they need a lot of time.” Similarly, one
ELL teacher reported, “I think the most critical needs for New American families are
time to adjust, a caring person, caring people to listen to them and support them
academically and emotionally.”
This theme of New American students’ needs also emerged from observational
data. I witnessed instances of students interpreting for New American students in case the
student did not have enough vocabulary to express themselves. I did not have the
opportunity to see the use of the tele-interpreter service, or any home visits or school staff
providing for New American students’ transportation needs. However, I observed that
school staff cared about New American students, and students appeared to feel safe and
accepted regardless of their language barriers or cultural differences. During my
observations, I once saw that when a second-grade class was lined up to go back to their
classroom, a Somali student in the line turned around and stood backwards. The principal
walked by and saw the student, and he gently maneuvered the student in the right
direction with a smiling face. One morning, a new American student came to school a
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little late, and the other students were already in their classrooms. A paraprofessional
approached him and asked if he had eaten breakfast. Upon learning that he had not, the
paraprofessional said that he should have breakfast first and sent him to the office to tell
the secretary.
I could tell that students felt safe in the school environment because I saw them
comfortably talking with the adults in the building, whether it was the principal, a
teacher, the school secretary, the janitor, or even a visitor. When I was standing in the
hallway during observations, sometimes students approached me and asked if I was
Somali or Nepali. A few times they asked what language I spoke.
The needs of New American students were referenced in school documents, but
mostly in relation to their English language learning needs. The faculty handbook stated,
“ELLs need the opportunity to hear language in authentic and varied contexts,” “ELLs
need opportunities to produce language in contextualized and purposeful ways,” and
“ELLs benefit from redundancy of ideas and their related vocabulary.” The district ELL
handbook stated, “Students from these [New American] families need both language and
cultural acculturation.”
Theme 4: Function of a Magnet School
When interviewees were asked about their understanding of the function of a
magnet school, answers included providing better services for New American students,
pooling resources, focusing on New American students and providing them with
comfortable learning environments where they have other New American students
around and feel welcome. One fifth-grade teacher shared:
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Get as many resources as possible here so we can help them as best as possible
here instead of having [a] couple resources at one school and maybe a couple here
and not enough there and kind of spreading them all out.
Another teacher said, “We can really focus on that population instead of trying to
spread our resources out more.” One ELL teacher described the function of a magnet
school as, “[To] provide the language support in reading and writing, globally speaking
and listening that otherwise in in other schools the kids might not have that support.” The
school principal related the function of a magnet school with well-trained teachers for
New American students, explaining:
Our teachers are well trained and well versed on providing and building
opportunities for kids to speak and listen in the classroom in different ways
because those four demands of an ELL language development program are
speaking, listening, reading, and writing.
The principal also took pride in the job the school was doing for New American
students: “Nobody does it better at progressing these students through their language
development than [name of the school].” The school’s social worker remarked, “The
function [of a magnet school] is to create a learning environment for the whole child and
create a place that is welcoming for the entire family.” Similarly, the school secretary
described the function of a magnet school as:
Hav[ing] an environment where the students are able to learn along with the or
along with the English-speaking students to make it comfortable for them and a
great environment; so they are not afraid to learn or fail that they may not learn as
the fastest paces are English speaking ones.
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One interviewee mentioned that they did not know the function of a magnet
school. However, they said, “I think we do a good job with that of taking kids from many
different countries and different languages all trying to really do one thing and that's to
learn, and we're going to teach them.” One of the non-teaching staff members also said
that they did not know the meaning of magnet school.
Only a couple teachers talked about challenges and difficulties associated with
working at a magnet school versus a non-magnet school. One teacher shared, “It's hard,
and it's difficult, and it's frustrating, and it's a lot of work. . . . As far as families, that is
hard as well because we can't communicate, many of the families don't speak English.”
Another teacher mentioned, “It makes planning a little bit more challenging.”
The theme of “function of a magnet school” emerged from observational data as
having well-trained teachers who could provide help with language learning and
differentiated instruction based on individual needs of New American students. The
school had ELL teachers who had specialized training for teaching the English language
to non-English speakers. They also had a specialized English Language Learners’ area
(ELL classroom). The room was portioned into four smaller sections where ELL teachers
taught small groups of three to four New American students at a time. New American
students were taken out of their homerooms for short periods and spent time with ELL
teachers for specialized instruction of the English language, and when it was time for this
instruction, a paraprofessional quietly walked into the homeroom and took the new
American student out to the ELL room without causing a disturbance.
The function of a magnet school was also referenced in data collected from school
documents. The school district handbook stated that the purpose of a magnet school was,
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“to [provide] appropriate education services to Limited English students.” The handbook
also listed the objectives of ELL instruction in a magnet school as:
− Focus on directional words
− Focus on patterns and phrases
− Study multiple meaning words
− Focus on prefixes and suffixes
− Engage in professional development on the Individual Language
Plan
Theme 5: Student Expectations
When interviewees were asked about their expectations for students and the way
these expectations were established, I was told that the school had the same expectations
for all students. The school did not lower its expectations for New American students.
Students were expected to learn, behave, and do their best. One teacher stated, “I have the
same expectations for my ELL [New American] students that I do for my regular general
education students.” Another teacher added, “Their [students’] biggest expectation is to
be here at school ready to learn and to work. Whether you are learning your ABCs or
you're learning multiplication like we just expect that you are here for a reason.”
Similarly, the fourth-grade teacher reported, “We hold our kids to a high standard, too.
It's not like you're a New American, so I'm not sure you can do this math.” A
kindergarten teacher added:
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Just because they're [New American students] learning English doesn't mean I'm
going to hold them to a lower expectation. You know, I mean I want all my
students to learn and to work hard and to just do their best.
An ELL teacher described the student expectations as, “to be nice to everyone and
then to do your work.” The school principal expected students to do their best, remarking:
Your best may be different than the person to your left to your right but do your
personal best . . . you understand that when you aren't good at something that you
should keep going that there is nothing that we'll ask you to do here that we do not
think you can do without some help and support from the adults that are in this
building. But this is what we are here for to help you succeed and do well.
Student expectations are established through continuous reminders, as the principal
explained:
I put a lot of expectations on the teachers to communicate that regularly because
at this age you can say it once or twice or maybe three times and kids might not
believe it or even hear it. But when it becomes part of our, our air that we breathe,
kids start to believe it.
This echoed in other interviewees’ accounts as well. One ELL teacher mentioned, “We
keep repeating because you know kids and adults need to be reminded all the time of our
rules and expectations.” Another teacher added, “It's just going back to it [expectations]
and reteaching things.”
The theme of “student expectations” and how they have been established is
evidenced in observational data. I observed that students were learning as they were
expected to learn at school. They were always fully engaged. I did not witness any
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disruptive behavior during my observations. Students were well-behaved all the time
except one incident I saw, where a little girl was crying and refused to go to the office. A
paraprofessional tried to calm the girl down for a few minutes without much success. The
school secretary came out and started to try to calm the girl down. Another staff member
stopped by and tried to help. Eventually the student stopped crying and went to the office.
It took quite a while to calm her down, but none of the adults got upset with the student.
Student expectations were established through continuous reminders and
modeling of the expected behavior. I observed teachers walking through the hallway with
their students going to specials. Teachers told the students to quietly walk through the
hallway as people were working. Similarly, I saw a student running to the office and a
teacher standing close by smiled, extended her arm towards the student, and politely said,
“walk dear, walk.” I witnessed these gentle reminders multiple times every day, and the
adults never seemed to get angry or upset with the students. Another instance I noticed
was when a paraprofessional asked a student, “Did you say hi to them?” “Yeah,” the boy
replied. “It’s very kind of you,” the paraprofessional commented. Student expectation
reminders were found on classroom walls as well. I noticed a wall in a third-grade
classroom had a banner about the ‘Golden Rule’, i.e. “Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you.” Classroom teachers reviewed the expectations whenever students
were not behaving well. I observed a third-grade classroom teacher telling a class,
“Yesterday, some students were wandering around so let’s review the expectations.” The
teacher asked, “So boys and girls if your spot is not working do I have the right to move
you to a better spot?” “Yes,” the students replied in unison. Another instance that took
place, while I was observing fifth grade recess a new American student playing with
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snow threw some of it in the air. A bit of the snow fell on my coat. While I was brushing
it off, I heard the teacher say, “Did you notice that?” “Go talk to her.” The girl who had
accidently thrown the snow on me walked up to me. “Sorry,” she said in small, shy voice.
Student expectations were referenced in the faculty handbook as well. Academic
expectations were, “Students will read and write more than last year,” and, “a unified athome reading expectation.” In relation to behavioral expectations, the handbook directed
teachers to, “State behavior in the positive: ‘We need to walk’ instead of ‘No running!’,”
and “Make certain kids know the expectations and PRACTICE them until they are
habits!”
Theme 6: Safe and Caring School Environment
Interviewees described their school as safe, caring, welcoming, and a friendly
place that fostered healthy relationships—a school where everyone was happy and
wanted to be, a place where everyone felt appreciated, valued, and cared for. A firstgrade teacher described the school as, “A safe place knowing that adults care for you, you
know that we, we want the best. We want the best for them [students].” Another teacher
added, “I do not know anyone who wouldn’t want to come to school here every day.” A
fifth-grade teacher shared, “[At this school] everyone’s saying ‘hi’ and talking and
conversing and seeing kids.”
All those attributes of the school environment were witnessed in observational
data as well. Every single day of observation, I noticed everyone in the building, whether
they were an adult or a child, greeting everyone passing by. I also noted that students
trusted the adults and were not at all afraid to go to an adult and talk to them. Another
common observation was appreciation of one another by giving thanks or writing a thank
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you note. Students seemed to be happy and excited all day long. All the adults in the
building were also smiling all the time.
From the academic point of view, the school’s environment was described as a
collaborative environment that held high expectations for all students. One teacher
shared, “We collaborate. We call our essentials, you know, like the top, like, 10 things
that we want kindergartners to know before they leave kindergarten.” The social worker
added, “Understanding that these are all our kids, you know, like I consider every one of
these kids my kids.” One teacher expressed, “I have high expectations for kids to meet
the standards of what is expected across the nation.” A first-grade teacher said, “Have
fun, but most importantly, you're, you know, you're here to learn, and you're here to make
friends.” While talking about the academic environment, an ELL teacher reported, “We
are very patient with them [students].” A parent mentioned, “[Teachers] always kept
them [students] like excited about learning something, and they're just always super
excited.” This was evident in observational data as well. Students always seemed happy
and eager to learn whether they were having individualized, one on one instruction, or
learning as a group with their classmates.
The academic environment was mentioned in the school’s faculty handbook as
well. It talked about learning, stating, “What is the most important thing? To ensure high
levels of learning for all students.” Collaboration was also referenced in the handbook,
“These norms will define the agreed upon behaviors that will ensure for healthy,
effective, results-oriented collaboration.” Furthermore, it was stated, “The MTSS team
and classroom teachers will document our MTSS decisions and processes in our green
folders, which can be found on Google Docs.”
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Theme 7: Role of the Principal
Every single interviewee, whether they were a teacher, a non-teaching staff
member, or a parent spoke very highly about the principal. Each person in one way or
another pointed out that the school functioned well because of the principal’s leadership.
Codes from interview data that emerged under this theme included: visible, helping,
passionate, liaison, supportive, positive leader, superpower, friendly, kind, great,
amazing, open minded, understanding, appreciative, best one, visionary, outstanding,
motivational, inspirational, people focused, accepting, above and beyond, hands on,
involved, and role model.
When asked about the role of the principal, a first-grade teacher described,
It’s critical. . . . Very very very important . . . he makes us all feel like we are a
part of kind of those decision making . . . his overall presence in our school. You
know you see him in the hallways. He will come into the classrooms. He's always
visible, always willing to help out if there is like a behavior or something, you
know. We can go to him, or he'll even come into the room and help out as needed.
Another teacher remarked,
I can't say enough about our principal. . . . As a new teacher at the school, I just
remember he provided so much support for me if I needed anything, if I needed
extra help. . . . He is just like the role model, I think, for the rest of us . . . .
Everybody looks up to the principal. You know you've got to kind of follow his
lead and do what he does.
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A fourth-grade teacher reported,
The most important thing in our school is our leader. You know the way they lead
by example, by support, by guidance, and by their experience. And without that
kind of leader, such a positive leader, at this school, I don't think things would run
the way they do.
A kindergarten teacher shared, “He leads by example . . . has high expectations for his
staff, but he supports us and motivates us to want to be at that high level.” The lunch lady
expressed:
The principal goes above and beyond to make everything just kind of come
together. I have never seen a principal ever like him. He is amazing. . . . He’s
helping; he is there for everything. And I just, I have never seen anything like
that.
The principal was a part of everything that happened in school and was involved
in activities that took place. One teacher shared:
He [the principal] was part of that when we were planning to go Christmas
Caroling. He is planning on being a part of that and doing that with us. Our lunch
and learn, he is very much a part of that. And he, you know, we introduce him to
the families, and we just include him, and he wants to be included in those things.
An ELL teacher added, “His [principal’s] presence at our events at our school events
conferences, he's out there driving in picking up parents to get to conferences.” The
principal was very good at connecting with students and establishing relationships with
staff members, parents, and the community. As a kindergarten teacher described:
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You see him interacting with kids . . . out in the hallway crouching down to talk to
students or if a kid is running down the hallway he [principal] will be like, “Hey
can I walk with you? Let's try this again.”
A fourth-grade teacher shared, “[Principal] really establishes relationships by his
interactions with the smallest child in the school and . . . the . . . veteran teachers.” One
ELL teacher mentioned:
[In the] lunchroom, he's [principal] out there every day with the kids socializing
with them—giving a lesson, sitting with them, asking them how their day was. He
knows every one of the students’ names in the school. He knows a little bit about
them, what their interests are, just from sitting with them talking with them.
The lunch lady added, “He works very well with children and people. . . . He's involved
so much. He is around, and he's personal with the kids and spends time.”
This theme was strongly present in the observational data as well. Codes that
emerged from observational data included: visible, approachable, connected, good
listener, and a role model. I observed the principal’s visibility and presence throughout
the building. I saw him standing in hallways talking to students, visiting classrooms, in
the school library, in the gym, standing at doors greeting students or even standing
outside to greet students coming from the school bus. I also observed him many times
while he was on lunch duty. During lunch duty he was handing students ketchup bottles,
napkins, glasses of water, or helping them open milk cartons. He also sat among the
students and chatted with them. Once he was telling students about his horses, and at
another time he was explaining to a New American student how to make egg salad. In
other instances, I observed the principal being stopped by students who wanted to talk to
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him or needed help getting a pair of boots down from the top of a shoe rack, or just
wanted a hug. I even saw him picking up students’ winter coats from the floor and
hanging them up. I also had a chance to shadow the principal during classroom visits and
interviews of potential hires.
The role of principal was referenced in school documents as well. For example,
the school faculty handbook stated that a principal, “[Will] give feedback on
consistency,” and “Take care of DIFFICULT, OUTLANDISH, AND UNUSUAL
situations.” In the school district ELL handbook, the role of school principal was
mentioned as well. The principal of a magnet school was not only responsible for
supervising certified ELL staff and paraprofessionals, but also for aiding with hiring of
ELL staff. Besides this, the principal was expected to encourage parents of New
American students to be involved in the education of their children.
Summary
Chapter IV presented findings of data collected based on thematic analysis and
triangulation of three data sources including interview transcripts, observations, and
documents collected from the participating school and district website. Findings were
presented under seven main themes of: acceptance, respect, and appreciation for
diversity; empathy; needs of New American students; function of a magnet school;
student expectations; safe and caring school environment; and role of the principal.
Description of the Next Chapter
Chapter V discusses findings of the study and conclusions based on findings. The
chapter also includes research limitations and some suggestions for educators and school
administrators.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This ethnographic case study used triangulation of data to examine the role of a
magnet school principal in establishing a positive school climate for the holistic success
of New American students. The New American student population reached 5 million in
K-12 public schools in 2017, which accounts for approximately 10% of the total student
population in the U.S. (NCES, 2020). Due to rapid growth of the number of New
American students in this country, schools are facing the challenge of accommodating the
needs of this population. The purpose of this study was to examine the role of a school
principal in attempting to create a climate in which New American students can thrive; to
understand how and to what extent beliefs and practices of a school principal impact New
American students academically and holistically in an elementary school setting; and to
study administrative strategies implemented for integration of New American students.
The following research question guided this study:
What is the role of a school principal in creating a school climate in which New
American students can thrive?
The word “thrive” refers to the holistic wellbeing of students (Tomsett, 2015). For
the purpose of this study, thriving was defined in terms of students’ academic
achievements, level of engagement, and level of comfort during interactions with
teachers and fellow students. Academic achievement was defined and determined in
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terms of learning things such as school expectations, social norms such as walking
quietly in hallways, and other everyday actions such as raising a hand before asking a
question, making lunch choices, etc. The descriptors of student engagement were
students’ friendship and kinship with fellow students; teachers with genuine interest in
student wellbeing; and families involved in their children’s education (Commissioner for
Children and Young People, 2018). Student engagement for this study was determined in
terms of students’ happiness while they were on school grounds, the way they behaved in
classrooms, and their interactions with fellow students and adults in their school building.
Level of student comfort during interactions with teachers and fellow students was
determined by the extent, context, and way in which interactions took place.
To answer the research question, three distinct types of data were collected and
analyzed including interview data, observational data, and documents obtained from the
participating school and school district website. Interview data was collected through
semi-structured interviews of certified and non-certified school staff, and a focus group
interview of parents. Observational data was gathered in the form of thick description
during my observation period at the school.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this case study, several themes emerged during data analysis pertaining to
school climate and the role of a principal in establishing a school’s climate. One of the
most common themes that emerged from the data was “acceptance, respect, and
appreciation for diversity.” Appreciation for diversity is essential to create an inclusive
society (Erasmus, Arko-Achemfuor & Adeyeye, 2018). The first step towards creating
appreciation for diversity is acceptance and respect for diversity.
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During interviews, all participants including the principal, teachers, non-teaching
staff members, and parents talked about acceptance, respect, and appreciation for
diversity. One teacher shared, “[The school] is just so accepting it really does not matter
the culture. Kids at [name of the school] just are so accepting of others.” Another teacher
added:
I learned a lot from my [New American] students, and I have learned about so
many, like, new kinds of food and new kinds of holidays, family traditions. It is
really fun because I get to share American culture with them, but I get to learn
from them too.
One interviewee said:
[I] learned to maybe ask first before I do something. Because I don't want to
offend anybody or do something that goes against their beliefs and their cultures .
. . I don't feel awkward anymore asking a student about, you know, “Why do you
do this or what does this mean or what is this for?”
A parent shared, “I like the diversity that my child gets by being at the school.”
When observing, I noticed that diversity was not only accepted in the school
participating in my study but respected, and students were valued for their diverse
cultural backgrounds and experiences. Girls in long dresses and headscarves were a
common sight at school, and no one looked twice at their outfits. Similarly, I saw New
American students conversing in their native languages from time to time while eating
lunch or playing at recess or while passing by another student. Nobody seemed bothered
by hearing a foreign language. In fact, bilingual students were sometimes used by school
employees in place of an interpreter to help students who were not yet able to express
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themselves in English. At the school, I also observed cross-cultural friendships among
students from a variety of cultural and ethnic backgrounds. Cafeteria benches always had
a mixed group of native-born and New American students sitting together chatting,
giggling, and eating. Students would also play together on the playground regardless of
their skin color or language barriers. Native-born and New American students also
learned from each other about cultural celebrations and holidays. In one instance, I saw a
third-grade teacher and her students making bracelets as a part of a class assignment on
an Indian celebration known as “Rakhee.”
Another common theme across all interviews was a “safe and caring school
environment.” School staff members and parents agreed that every student was treated with
equal respect at the school regardless of their ethnic or cultural background and that the
school had a welcoming feel. As the school secretary shared:
A person that comes dressed in a three-piece suit and I will talk to them same [as]
I will talk to the person that comes with raggedy raggedy clothes. I will talk to
them in the same way. I will not treat them any differently and . . . . I don't judge,
and I just welcome.
A teacher added, “I think it's just this family feel here, and it's, you know, everyone is
caring for each other for the kids.” Similarly, a parent shared:
“I always find everybody is very welcoming. You walk in the door, and you don't
know who to talk to. Someone will greet you, and they'll ask you how they can
help you and direct you in the right direction.”
My observations were strongly congruent with the impression of the school
environment being safe, caring, and welcoming. Students were never hesitant or afraid of
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talking to an adult in the building whether it was the principal, a teacher, the school
secretary, the social worker, or any member of the school staff.
Academically, the school offers a “guaranteed and viable curriculum.” The school
principal shared:
Our guaranteed, viable curriculum is written. It is published in a shared Google
Drive for every one of our teachers to see. Kindergarten has their own, first grade
has their own, and so forth. So if a first grade teacher has a New American
[student] and that New American [student’s] level of development or readiness is
not appropriate for a guaranteed standard in first grade that teacher automatically
goes to the kindergarten and guaranteed standards progresses them through those
standards and then engages them in the first grade standards. Same with a fifth
grade if they are not sure that that readiness level is ready for fifth grade
standards. They will find the appropriate level and that's where they will start
working.”
The school’s commitment to providing a guaranteed and viable curriculum was
mentioned in their faculty handbook. The school also provided interventions and
differentiated instruction for students in need of it. A teacher shared, “MTSS, our
academic team where we meet with kids, we meet as a group for kids that aren't reaching
those academic expectations and will provide interventions if needed.” The principal
added, “They're [students] getting scaffold or differentiated instruction based on their
language needs.” I did not observe students’ academic achievement in terms of looking
through their academic records, such as report cards or homework assignments, as it was
beyond the scope of this study. However, I did witness learning school expectations and
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social norms such as walking quietly in hallways, raising a hand before asking a question,
making lunch choices, and saying “please” and “thank you,” which were indicators of
academic achievement for this study.
“Understanding the needs of new American students” was also a common theme
present across the data. Interview data showed every single staff member had an
understanding that New American students had certain needs different than those of
native-born students. For example, the principal shared, “All of our kids have needs [but]
our New American [students] have some great, great needs.” A staff member added,
“They need support not only with their educational needs but . . . they just need so much
support to be able to function the right way in our society.”
The “role of the principal” was the most common theme to emerge from the data.
It was mentioned several times in the focus group interview and in each individual
interview. The data strongly suggested everything that happened in the school revolved
around the principal. His passion about the wellbeing of New American students was a
driving force that he instilled in school staff members. The school secretary shared, “If
there was one area that could crumble our culture, it would be this office [the principal’s
office].” One teacher described,
[The principal] leads by example. And models things for you and, like, has faith
in you and trusts you with, you know, all of these kids. You know you can do it . .
. I just think it's super important that he’s here every day with us and supporting
us.
Another teacher added, “He believes in us. He believes in kids. He believes in our
families.” The principal made sure to hire the best people and then provided the support
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they needed to help them become the best. He established a thriving climate by modeling
the behavior he expected.
Ultimately, it was evident from study findings that a school principal plays a
crucial role in establishing a climate where New American students can thrive. The
principal must have awareness and understanding of the unique needs of New American
students and be able to empathize with their needs, which are often greater than those of
native-born students. The principal must also create a culture of acceptance and respect
for diversity through modeling his/her behavior and actions. All students and their
parents should be treated with equal respect and feel welcome when they come to a
school. In a magnet school, a principal is responsible with assisting in hiring school staff.
He/she needs to make sure to hire the right people.
New American students are here to stay. They should not be seen as a burden.
Rather, they should be taken care of in such a way that they will grow up with a “strong
sense of civic identity” and will become productive members of society and will be
beneficial for the country. This cannot be attained without instilling a sense of
community membership in New American students (Callahan & Obenchain, 2018). To
develop this sense of community membership, we need to provide New American
students with safe, caring, and nurturing environments where they are accepted,
respected, and appreciated for who they are.
Limitations of the Study
This study had certain limitations. I spent a limited time (2 weeks) at the school
participating in my study observing general routines and activities of students, teachers,
and other school staff members; My time was limited due to my personal time constraints
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of being a doctoral student and having other obligations. Findings of this study may have
been impacted if the study period had been extended a few months, or a year or two in
order to collect a larger amount of observational data.
The study took place at a single school. Findings might have been different if
multiple schools had been included in the study. Also, the school site where this study
took place was a small school with a total enrollment of only 217 students. Conducting
this study within a larger school may have affected results due to a probable relationship
between school size and school climate (Humann & Griffin, 2015). Lastly, the New
American student population enrolled at the participating school originated from the
countries of Somalia, Bhutan, Nepal, India, and Iraq. Had the study been conducted in a
different state, origins of New American students might have been different, and may
have been impacted the results.
Recommendations for Educators and Policy Makers
This study of a single magnet school provided insights into strategies used by a
school leader to help New American students integrate successfully into their school and
society. I would like to recommend that:
1.

This study should be replicated on a larger scale in order to find out more
about strategies being used at other schools for successful integration of
New American students into U.S. schools and society.

2.

A longitudinal study should be done to measure the long-term impact of
strategies used for successful integration of New American students into
U.S. schools.
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3.

Raising awareness about New American students’ needs should be part of
an educators’ training. A course in multicultural education should be a
mandatory part of an educator’s licensing requirements.

4.

A comparative study of an American and a Canadian school with a similar
population of New American students may provide more insights into
success of New American students in schools located in different countries.

5.

The equity I witnessed in this school should be applied in all schools. All
students, regardless of their color or origin, were treated with the same care.
If my observations had only been made through listening, and I didn’t see
the students, I would not have been able to notice any distinguishable
differences in students’ origins and ethnic backgrounds based on their
treatment by staff and fellow students.
Final Thoughts

This research project was a great learning experience and inspired me as a person,
a researcher, and a future principal. As a person, I learned about being compassionate and
empathetic towards others. As a researcher, this experience polished my observational
and note-taking skills. As a future principal, I learned the importance of modeling the
behavior that as a leader I would expect from my staff and students. The principal of the
school where this study was conducted seemed to have a personal connection with every
staff member and individual student. I’ve been to many schools and had the opportunity
to shadow several principals as a part of my internships during my studies as a Masters’
student and as a doctoral student as well, and I had never witnessed anything like this
before. One of my biggest take-aways from this study was to be innovative with limited
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resources rather than complaining about things such as a shortage of staff or funding. An
example of this that I observed was when a trolley was brought to the cafeteria everyday
a few minutes before lunch ended. The trolley had a couple of empty baskets that the
students would put untouched leftovers in before emptying out their trays into the
garbage bin. Later, the baskets were taken to the office and the food items were either
refrigerated or put aside. When it was snack time, students who needed a snack would
come to the office and pick something to eat. Another interesting observation was when I
saw a New American student reading a book and a native-born student was sitting beside
them and correcting them from time to time and explaining the content of the book.
Indeed, this school is an excellent model for other schools that serve culturally and
linguistically diverse student populations.
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Appendix A
Foreign Born Population Chart 1
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Foreign Born Population Chart 2
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Foreign Born Population Chart 3
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Appendix B
Interview Protocol
Principal:
I understand that you have a number of ethnic groups represented at your school. Share
with me some of your experiences of working with children and families from different
ethnic origins.
What are some of the experiences of leading a “magnet school”? What do you understand
to be the function of a “magnet school”? How is it different from other elementary
schools in the district?
What are your expectations of faculty and students?
How were these expectations established? How are these communicated?
What are the particular needs of New American students and families? How do you
provide for these needs?
What kind of support is provided by the district to enhance the experience of New
American students?
How do you ensure that faculty and staff are equipped to work with New American
students and families?

School Staff:
I understand that you have number of ethnic groups represented at your school. Please
share with me some of your experiences of working with children and families from
different ethnic origins.
What are some of the experiences of teaching at a “magnet school”? What do you
understand to be the function of a “magnet school”? How is it different from other
elementary schools in the district?
What are the expectations of students and how were these expectations established? How
are these communicated?
What do you believe to be the particular needs of New American students and families?
How does the school provide for those needs?
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What kind of specialized training have you received, if any, to meet the needs of new
American students?
What role does the principal play in establishing a climate in which New American
students thrive?
How would you describe interpersonal relationships at the school?
What is the role of the principal in establishing those relationships?
How would you describe the physical, social, and academic environment of the school?
What is the role of the principal in establishing the school environment?
Social media is a communication tool for [name of the school]. What are your
perceptions of social media?

Parent Focus Group:
How does the school communicate with you about upcoming events, your child’s
progress in school, etc.?
Please share some of your experiences of coming to the school for various purposes? . . .
meetings and events you have attended?
How would you describe the physical, social, and academic environment of the school?
How would you describe your relationship with the school employees?
If I would ask your son or daughter about the school what would they tell me?
If you would ask to recommend one thing to the principal to improve the school climate
what that would be?
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Appendix C
Consent to Participate in Research
TITLE:

The Role of the Principal in Creating a School Climate in
Which New American Students Thrive: An Ethnographic
Study of a Magnet School

PROJECT DIRECTOR:

Attia Noor

PHONE #

701-777-4163

DEPARTMENT:

Educational Leadership

STATEMENT OF RESEARCH
A person who is to participate in the research must give his or her informed consent to
such participation. This consent must be based on an understanding of the nature and
risks of the research. This document provides information that is important for this
understanding. Research projects include only subjects who choose to take part. Please
take your time in making your decision as to whether to participate. If you have questions
at any time, please ask.
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?
You are invited to be in a research study about New American Students because you
work for a magnet school or are a parent of student/students who attend the magnet
school.
The purpose of this research study is to examine the role of a school principal in creating
a climate in which New American students thrive. The number of New American
students is continuing to increase in U.S. public schools; however, very limited research
has been conducted about the role that school principals play in the success of New
American students.
HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL PARTICIPATE?
The study will be conducted at Winship Elementary school with approximately 25
participants.

HOW LONG WILL I BE IN THIS STUDY?
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Your participation in the study will be scheduled at a location of your choice during the
period October – December 2018. You will need to attend an interview lasting for no
longer than 60 minutes.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THIS STUDY?
Questions will be sent in advance to the participants, interview of the participants
(principal and teachers), focus group interview (parents), audio recording, transcription,
and member checking (participants will have the opportunity to go through the
transcription and check the validity of the data).
The participants will be asked to read and sign the consent form. Following that
participants (the principal and teachers) will be interviewed according to the interview
protocol. Other participants (parents) will be interviewed in a focus group setting
according to the interview protocol. Duration of participation will not last more than 60
minutes. There will be only one round of interview for each participant. Participants will
be free to leave interview any time, if they decide to.
WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF THE STUDY?
There are no foreseeable risks to participants.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS STUDY?
You will not benefit personally from being in this study. However, we hope that, in the
future, other people might benefit from this study because this study will help to
understand the needs of New American Students.
WILL IT COST ME ANYTHING TO BE IN THIS STUDY?
You will not have any costs for being in this research study.
WILL I BE PAID FOR PARTICIPATING?
You will not be paid for being in this research study.
WHO IS FUNDING THE STUDY?
The University of North Dakota and the research team are receiving no payments from
other agencies, organizations, or companies to conduct this research study.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Audio records of this study will be kept private to the extent permitted by law. In any
report about this study that might be published, you will not be identified. Your study
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record may be reviewed by Government agencies and the University of North Dakota
Institutional Review Board.
Any information that is obtained in this study and that can be identified with you will
remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission or as required by
law. Confidentiality will be maintained by means of using the pseudonyms for the
participants. Consent forms and audio recordings will be kept in a locked cabinet in the
Department of Educational Leadership for three years. Data will be kept on a password
protected laptop accessible only to the researcher, advisor and Institutional Review
Board.
If we write a report or article about this study, we will describe the study results in a
summarized manner so that you cannot be identified. The interviews will be audio
recorded and participants will have the right to review the recordings. Only the principal
investigator will have the access to the recordings. Recordings will be erased after three
years.
IS THIS STUDY VOLUNTARY?
Your participation is voluntary. You may choose not to participate or you may
discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which
you are otherwise entitled. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect
your current or future relations with the University of North Dakota.
CONTACTS AND QUESTIONS?
The researcher conducting this study is Attia Noor. You may ask any questions you have
now. If you later have questions, concerns, or complaints about the research please
contact Attia Noor at 701-620-0134 or Dr. Pauline Stonehouse at 701-777-4163.
If you have questions regarding your rights as a research subject, you may contact The
University of North Dakota Institutional Review Board at (701) 777-4279 or
UND.irb@research.UND.edu.
•
•
•

You may also call this number about any problems, complaints, or concerns you
have about this research study.
You may also call this number if you cannot reach research staff, or you wish to
talk with someone who is independent of the research team.
General information about being a research subject can be found by clicking
“Information for Research Participants” on the web site:
http://und.edu/research/resources/human-subjects/research-participants.cfm

I give consent to be audio recorded during this study.
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Please initial:

____ Yes

____ No

I give consent for my quotes to be used in the research; however I will not be
identified.
Please initial:

____ Yes

____ No

Your signature indicates that this research study has been explained to you, that your
questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this study. You will
receive a copy of this form.

Subjects Name: ________________________________________________________

_________________________________________
Signature of Subject

_____________________
Date

I have discussed the above points with the subject or, where appropriate, with the
subject’s legally authorized representative.

_________________________________________
Signature of Person Who Obtained Consent
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_____________________
Date
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